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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

Murray,

An exhibit depicting the 21day development of a chicken
embryo through the use of
windowed eggs swept the top
honors in the fifth annual West
Kentucky Regional Science
Fair at Murray State University
April 22.
Jeff Reed, 9, with his best of
the elementary exhibits show,
The Science of Heat", took top
honors also. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Max Reed, of
Murray, and a fourth grade
student at Murray University
School.
Exhibited by Anita Smith and
both
Wells,
Pauletta
sophomores at North Marshall
embryo
High School, the
display won the award for the
best project shown as well as
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first place in the senior high
school division of the biology
category.
The exhibit also won first
place in the Marshall County
Science Fair earlier this year.
Miss Smith is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Velvin Sniith, and
Miss Wells is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Wells,
both families of Calvert City.
More than 500 exhibits, a
record number by more than
200, were entered in the five
science categories—biology,
chemistry, earth sciences,
mathematics, and physics. The
fair is sponsored jointly by the
science division of the First
District Education Association
and Murray State University.
Gold, silver and bronze
-Were presented to
the first, second, and third(Continued on Page Ten)

Last night just about dark
here comes Hawley Fair with
his sister Ann and Lynn
Puckett. They have in hand a
beautiful bird that the dog had
caught and injured to some
_extent, lippptre.ritly not too

.

Ky., Monday

Murray State University's
board of regents Saturday
approved a general fund expenditure of $14,563,114 for the
1972-73 fiscal] year.
Based 'on estimated general
income,the general fund budget
includes a state appropriation
of 811,209,740. Income from
student fees for the next school
year is estimated at $2,569,950.
fee
Anticipated student
revenue was figured by using a
projection that Murray State
will have a full-time equivalent
enrollment of 6,000 students for
the nexttall semester.
The general fund budget for
the coming year is less than a
half million dollars greater than
the budget for the present year.
This year's general fund budget
of $14,066,476 includes a'state
appropriation of 89,462,550.
The total budget for the next
fiscal year is $17,872,273.
In recommending approval of
the proposed budget, Dr Harry
M. Sparks, Murray State

--president, pointed out that
anticipated revenue 'from
student fees iiiCludes increases
ordered by the Kentucky
Council on Public Higher
Education earlier this spring.
He observed that the increases in student fees over the
next two years "pass on more of
the increased cost of higher
education directly to the
students." He said be believes in-state
enrollment will not be adversely
affected by the fee changes, but
expressed .apprehension that
-lcfea —enrollment may
non-res
continue to decline as a result.
But he added that there is no
alternative because the increases were figured in the
governor's budget as part of the
revenue going to make up the
budgets of the affected state
schools.
Undergraduate fees next year
a
will increase from $150
semester to $180 for Kentucky
(Continued on Page Ten)

UP STONE MOUNTAIN—Apollo 16 Astronauts John W.Young,left, and Charles M. Duke traverse the rugged terrain in the Stone
Littleton,
Jane
Mary
Mountain area of the moon during the second EVA of the lunar excursion. Duke carries a penetrometer, a soil testing device, in his
Democratic Chairman for
hand. The two astronauts rocketed off the moon Sunday and rejoined Thomas K. Mattingly in the command ship orbiting the
left
announced
County,
Calloway
The trio will leave the moon orbit tonight and head for a splashdown in the Pacific ocean Thursday afternoon.
moon.
1
)
'
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that the
today
(NASA Photo via AP Wirephoto
Democratic Convention will be
held Saturday,April29 ar 2 p
at the Calloway County Courbad.
thouse.
Dr. Irvin E. Lunger, Lexington Public Library, he
The purpose of the convention
We knew it was a Coot the
president of Transylvania has also served on the boards of
minute they brought it in, but will be to elect 18 delegates
The Kir-limey Parent-Teacher University and a noted com- the Greater Lexington Chamber
we had a mental block and had from Calloway County to
will meet Tuesday, munity leader in Lexington, will of Commerce, the Blue Grass
Association
to drag out the bird book and we participate in the Congressional
p.m. at the -W-the spring commencement Council of Boy Scouts, Sayre
afrie
25,
April
Donald McDonald, of Citizens
all found it about the same time. District and State Conventions
with Dr. speaker at Murray State
cafeteria
school
•the
of
Kelso
Janey
Miss
3.
Fidelity Bank and Trust
• The Coot is a pretty thing with a in Frankfort on June 2 and
versitv satuiday, ay 13. Fayette County Foundation.
-Callaway-CausityJona white .' and hang Itier....„--11Exavy--csigssieseciliPftnyof LUUIV&e, W 11r"
His topic-Isle- addresses the
the First United Methodist
was awarded the
He
Future
which have serrated flaps on can participate in the county the Bank of Murray University chapter -04= the
speaker. 49th spring graduating class at Lexington Optimist Club's
guest
the
as
Church
was
America
of
Homemakers
the bottom to help him swim. convention and by so doing can Branch tonight 7:00 p.m. to
university In 1969 in reCognition• of his
Dr. Dodson and his wife have 10 a.m. in the
elected president of the Kenhave their voice heard in the speak on Estate Planning.
just recently returned from an fieldhouse will be "Now What?"
Interested persons may at- tucky Lake District of the FHA
We advised them to turn the selection of the Democratic
(Continued on Page Ten)
around the world tour during Both mid-year and spring
bird loose near the water, away nominee for President of the tend this meeting with no at the annual spring conference
son and graduates are awarded degrees
their
visited
they
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MarNorth
at
Saturday
held
from dogs. It is tough to repair United States," Mrs. Littleton obligation, a bank official said.
family in the Phillippine during the program.
McDonald will remain in shall High School.
an injured bird, plus you have said.
The baccalaureate service is
Islands, and in Athens, Greece,
junior
County
Calloway
The
In addition these delegates Murray until Tuesday to talk
the factor, in wildlife, of
worshipped in the scheduled for 8 p.m. Friday,
they
where
her
as
of
served
has
president
literally being scared to death. will participate in the election with individuals who are inuni
ty
church Dr. Dodson formerly May la in the
Their nerves just cannot stand of the members of the Kentucky__terested iii trust services_ school FHA chapter for the past
auditorium.
as pastor.
served
Mr.
of
daughter
the
is
tie
year.
A meeting of the Calloway
Forfurther information,
being itept-tip:-312Tft-/Witte- State Central E'-xecutive
A native Pennsylvanian, Dr. County Sesquicentennial
Mrs. John Jones will give the
creatures of the wild.
Committee of the Democratic interested persons may call 753- and Mrs. Glen Kelso.
devotion. The slate of officers Lunger was appointed to the Committee will be held at 7:30
"FHA Is—Caring, Sharing"
1893.
party.
for the coming school year will presidency of historic Tran- p.m. Tuesday night at the
program
the
of
theme
the
was
One of our brothers had a
sylvania in 1957 after having Calloway County Courthouse
be presented.
on Saturday. Calloway membirthday today which we
Hostesses for the social hour served about two years as a according to a joint anspecial
assuming
bers
celebrated yesterday over in
professor of religion and as nouncement by County Judge
will be mothers of Mrs. Thyra
responsibilities at the conParis. The entire clan gathered
Crawford's fifth grade room academic dean.
ference were Becky Chaney,
Robert 0. Miller and Murray
at the Avalon Restaurant in
Under his leadership the Mayor Holmes Ellis.
and Mrs. Lucille Potts' seventh
chairman of Group B.
Paris and had quite a time.
academic level of the school has
and eighth grade room.
nominating committee; Janey
All persons who attended the
been strengthened and a highly initial meeting two weeks ago
vicedistrict
first
Kelso.
project of
We had to miss the Fiftieth
Drive president; Theresa Parrish and on the national
successful building and ex- and all other interested persons
Eighty volunteer workers for introduced by Fund
Wedding Anniversary of Jonah
"Stable Home, Stable Life."
Easley.
Chairman
pansion has been implemented. are
program
the
on
Lovett
Jennifer
Cross
urged to attend the
Calloway FHA members
aryl Ada Mae Gibson which was the Calloway County Red
active in meeting.
Extremely
the
for
present
of
goal
were
a
Drive
has
Fund
drive
fund
The
Becky
attending
were
held at Dan and Emma Sue's
organizations
Lexington
A representative of the
C'haney, Anita Chaney, Janey
house. We regretted this since kick off breakfast held at the 89,500 for Calloway County and
A tremendous crowd of over devoted to community service, Rogers Company, a celebration
morning.
this
by
here
Inn
completed
Holiday
be
will
drive
the
Mary
of
fans
Parrish,
big
have
we
always been
Kelso, Theresa
6,000 persons attended the open Dr. Lunger has served as
management firm, will present
Sid Easley, chairman of the May 8. Funds will be used to
Beth Hays, Pam Robertson, house at the University Branch
both Mr. and Mrs Gibson. We
president of the board of a proposal to the committee
Drive,
Fund
and
County
national
Calloway
local
all
finance
Taylor,
Linda
Greer,
Margaret
(Continued on Page Ten)
of the Bank of Murray Sunday directors of both the Lexington
concerning Calloway County's
said the workers were very international projects.
ORLANDO, FLA.,—Navy Juana Stockdale, June Mur- afternoon, according to bank United Community Fund and Sesquicentennial observance.
enthusiastic about the coming
Some of the many services of
Jennifer
Waldrop,
Donna
dock,
K.
Bobby
officials.
Seaman Apprentice
the Lexington Living Arts and
drive and were assigned
the Red Cross include disaster
Henry, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lovett, Freda Duncan, Annette
The winner of a trip' to Science Center.
prospects to see during the
aid for victims in tornadoes,
Eunice M. Henry of 218 S. 13th Strode, Suzette Hughes, Brenda Dtsneyworld, given away by the
Now president of the Henry
coming two weeks.
floods, fires, etc., emergency
_St.,
Murray, graduated from Outland, Norita C,assity, Janet bank as a grand prize during Clay 'Memorial Foundation
Mrs. Harold (Mary) Fones, leaves for military service,
Diane
Johnson,
Denice
Byerly,
the Naval
open house, as Mrs. Darrell and immediate past chairman
Calloway County chairwoman, service in filing for veterans' recruit training at
Johnson, Patsy Burkeen, Sue Mitchell of New Concord.
Center in Orlando.
Training
of the board of trustees of the
State
Murray
courses,
Prince,
Joe
safety
and
water
benefits,
The Calloway County Unit ot4
A 1970 graduate of Murray Robinson, Tern Sills, and Alene
volunteer work at hospital, and
the American Cancer Society is University chairman, were
acHigh
School, he attended Paschall. They were
Mrs. Gerald Ray was elected
blood bank.
in the final week of its drive to
and is companied by two chapter
University
State
Murray
of the Hazel Woman's
president
Mrs.
secretary,
The executive
raise funds to support the
scheduled to report to mothers, Mrs. Eugene Chaney
Club for the ensuing year at the
day
call
on
is
Blankenship,
Jean
of
program
research,
Societys'
Bain- and• Mrs. Glen Kelso, two
meeting held Thursday evening
or night, to help persons in time Radioman "A" School,
education, and services to
student teachers, Mrs. Judy
bridge,
.
Md.
at the Crafrilouse on South 12th
of need.
cancer patients, a member of
Osting,
Linda
Swinny
Mrs.
and
Henry was recently married
Street, Murray.
The 14th annual All-Campus
Persons may make their
the committee said.
to the former Judy Adams, and the two chapter advisors,
Other officers elected for the
Sing
will
held
be
the
on
back
volunteer
the
to
donations
It is estimated that 52,000,000
Mrs. Bill Mrs. Bess Kerlick and Miss
Fifty-eight people met Friday nadoes had touched down in coming year were Mrs. Gerald
workers or mail them to P.O. daugtter of Mr. and
Americans now living will steps of the Murray State
Lucy Forrest.
Adams of Murray.
night in the City Hall to plan for several areas, destroying areas Gallirnore, first vice-president;
develop cancer in their lifetime. University Library on Wed- Box 488, Murray.
Mrs. Harold Wilkinson, second
"decisive action in the event of in the city and county, with
nesday,
26,
April
4:30
at
p.m
For this reason the crusade to
a disaster which might occur in resulting problems for an vice-president; Mrs. Jackie
The
event
is
by
sponsored
the
money
raise
to help fight this
the area," ,according to a imaginary amount of injured, Butterworth, recording
disease becomes everybodies Sigma Alpha Iota music
and homeless
spokesman for the group.
secretary; Mrs. Jerry Thompfor
fraternity
girls at the
concern, the spokesman said.
County Judge Robert 0.
son, corresponding secretary;
With the cooperation of city
University.
Unless important
government Miller and Mayor Holmes Ellis Mrs. Steve Knott, treasurer.
county
and
Fraternities, sororities, and
breakthroughs are made soon
Plans were completed for the
agencies, Civil Defense and Red with members of the fiscal
34,000,000 Americans will die of independent clubs will have
persons, court and city council as chief Senior Citizens Day for women
these
Cross,
groups
in
appearing
the
special
this disease, she continued.
representing those in authority executives were responsible for to be held on Saturday, May 27,
''The American Cancer event.
resource summoning those needed to at the Hazel Baptist Church.
various
with
Judges
will
be
Mrs.
John
Society needs and deserves our
capabilities, charted a course of deal with the imaginary major
Mrs. C. W. Jones,owner of the
Taylor
and
Jeff
Baker,
both
of
support. Again we urge you to
problems.
action in problem solving.
Craft House, . and Mrs. Jackie
William
give as generously as you can Murray, and Mrs.
A simulated disaster control Fuqua showed the seven
It was announced, for
when one of the workers knocks Keith, Mayfield.
practice purposes, that tor- point was set up, with swit- members of the club the many
The
is
public
invited
and
at your door. Every dollar that
chboard, messengers, and all things in handicrafts they have
is given to the American Cancer there is no admission charge,
welfare, police, to offer. Mrs. Fuqua gave a
government,
according
a
to
spokesman
for
CORRECTION
Society will be spent in the
units.
rescue
and
fire
short lesson on Paper Tole and
An advertisment was run in
Societys' effort to conquer this the women's music fraternity.
The resulting problems Mrs. Jones said crafts are
the
of
issue
Saturday's
on
error
disease," the spokesman
changes which need something persons create from
Ledger and Times. The ad was pointed out
concluded.
HOME ON LEAVE
to be made in existing plans, the their own ideas.
B
Big
by
run
two
of
one
SA Willian W. Scull, son-of
The vice-president, Mrs.
concerned spokesman said. Several of
and
Cleaners
Mr. and Mrs. A.H. Scull is home
worthwhile
made
Gallimore, presided in
present
those
Gerald
Monday. Tuesday ani Wedon leave from the 411,S.S.
suggestions and it was decided the absence of the-president,
suits,
on
specials
nesday
nuclei- ppwre4 airCivil Defense per- Mrs. Gerald Ray. Thank you
sweaters and shirts.'The Ledger to invite
craft carrier. Young Scull has
to help in future notes were sent 145 all persons
and Times regrets this mix-up. sonnel
Mostly._sunny and a little been on tour rielllio'Spain and
*litare-itryrtoan..t wiutel,
The .the
cooler today Ind I/slight. fair Portugal,. nte Abip_doFkejljit
was Day" a success.
Defense
Civil
specials on shirts
toiSlee-IXIMerrair:
Quiet
node Island
The National Forensic League of Murray High School has selectee its officers for the 1972-73 school concerned
Wayne Berry
Refreshments were served at
correct as represented by
about 66, low about 42. High His next tour will be four four
year. Left to right, Martha McKinney and Lezlee Bartholomy, secretaries; Harrel Bra mley, and raincoats is
close of the meeting.
the
Ten)
Page
published
. -4Continued on
tomorrow about 62.
months in the European area
president; Becky Sams, treasurer; and Roderick Reed. vice-president.
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Miss Janey Kelso Named
District FHA Pretident

Kirksey PTA Meets
Tuesday Afternoon

Dr. Irvin Lunger To Be
Speaker at Commencement

Kickoff Breakfast For
Red Cross Drive Is Held
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From Naval Program
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

Lee Lovins, age 91, died yesterday at his home on
Murray Route Five. Boyd Wear, member of a
family long known in the printing field in Calloway
County,. died- this morning. Other deaths reported
are Dr. D.D. McPherson of Paris, Tenn., and Mrs.
Herbert Drennon of Starkville, Miss.
New officers of the New Concord Parents Club are
_,Iinatny Puckett, Thomas Crowell, Mrs. Alonzo
Forrest, and Gil Hopson.
Mr. and Mrs, Clore Hopkins announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Faye, to Ronald Shelton, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Shelton.
-are
an'
baby boy, Kenneth Ralph, born April 13, at the
Murray Hospital.
The Murray State University Track team beat
Memphis State 97-34.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

SCULPTOR IN THOUGHT—Contemplating the effectiveness of his outside sculpture is Michael
Hrabak,art faculty member at Murray State University. Hrabak, who has been awarded a one-year
"Prix de Rome" fellowship for 1972-73 with possible renewal, works with "constructed forms of
metal and wood." The grant provides young international artists with the opportunity to work and
study together in Rome. Hrabak is sitting on one section of one of his sculptures, which is now on
display in the quadrangle on the Murray State campus.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley

_Hrabak Named
—lei fellowship
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DON'T GO!

By DICK APPLEGATE
John D.Smith, age 79, died April 22 at the home
Copley News Service
of his bon,Heiman Siirilth-tiflarkiey-ROUte TWo. •
SAN BEFtNARDENO, Calif.
Airman Third Class Cullen E. Irvin has been the
There are some interesting
'- guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.. Roy Irvin. He —
power systems coming down
-----spent-thelpast.three.yearsinGerrnamand-win now -the
pike these days,ranging
be stationed at an Air Force base in Salt Lake City, the way from gas turbines to
electricity and everything in—
Utah.
"We don't know why it but the iris at Hazel are between.
There is one system now in
in full bloom and -the - iris in Murray are just
development stages that
the
Around
Heard
"Seen
&
coltuwk,
opening," from the
does hold water — literally.
• Murray."
W.D. Thompson, an automo-,
Births reported are a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Paul tive engineer of some note, has
de
libfics_ort April 15, al/In U) Mtantler:-f'frarl*u
t -••• design of steam and diedili loco,-ttgirl tiltr and--MrsWlfliê
Adams on Aprff-17motives. And for the last ten
Smith and a girl to Mr. and Mrs:Charles Morris, years he has been working on a
both on ApriTil, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ivie Todd' new power system suitable for
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Howell Thurman, both on a wide range of applications.
Thompaon's company, TherApril 22.
corporation.

_

Bible ThoughtforToday
wife untold's, Dost thou still retain
thine integrity? curse God, and die.—Job 2:9.
To love.God with the whole heart, in spite of
"dungeon, fire and sword," this is the message of
Job for all afflicted—and for those that are whole.
Then said his

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
There are humans who remind us

of animals and
• that observation is not meant unkindly, except when
the comparison points to the fathead, who is related
to the jackass, through no fault of the donkey.
"Every (jack) ass loves to hear
himself bray."
—Gnothologia

mo Motors, is a
This group's project has turned
out to be more than just a
steam engine, per se; it is a
Stearn- power system
rating the latest technological
advancements in both external
and internal combustion.
Computer analysis has been
made which has confirmed all
mathematical computations of
design, according to Thompson.
Certain new devices representing major technological
breakthroughs are still under
patent consideration. However,
an exclusive question-answer
session with Thompson and
Thermo Motors engineers revealed the following:
Q. Since it is well known that
steam engines are not nearly as
efficient as the average automobile engine of today, why
are you engaged in such a project?

Four-footed jaywalkers
A. Our project is not one
Who is the worst jaywalker in
LANSING.MICH. (UPI)
strictly involving steam power
Michigan? The State Highway Department says that dubious honor goes to alone. We take a dim view of
the racoon. A survey in Ionia County found 445 racoons killed on the steam engine ever replacp 114-mile stretch of state highway in 1971. That compared with ing the internal combustion en140 turtles, 77 deer, 16 pheasants. 49 muskrates, 142 skunks, 45 gine. Government agencies are
rabbits, 57 woodchucks. 163 squirrels. 66 dog;, 67 cats. 137 funding research for several
oppoasums and 22foxes.
companies engaged in Rankine
(steam i cycle engine projects.
Steam engines of this type
have been built in every concelvable size and shape for

DE

FILM RATING

For Parents and Their Children

PG

Steam engine combines
best of two concepts

years but the results have been Ones?
A. We don't have a steam enanything but impressive —
either in the area of pollution gine, per se, we have a power
system in which steam is uticontrol or performance.
lized for two important reasons: First — the elimination of
provide
Q. But doesn't steam
the transmission. We have only
a 7
a simple reverse gear to proA. Steam engines have excel- vide a very large gear reduclent mechanical efficiency, but tion in reverse. However, our
bulk and weight, high tooling engines can be made directly
cost, lubrication problems, reversible— and in some applilong high-pressure steam lines cations would be. Second — in
and poor thermal efficiency conjunction with other elecaused us to approach the ments of design, a nonpolluting
oblem from a new and differI
Our
:4r
ex- gine& I_operate efficiently la
en
ample —
any diffte, will not overheat
automotive application,application, our or freeze, and will operate Opcomplete power plant could be cientlY On any fuel
removed from a vehicle in less
than 30 minutes
Q. How does your engine
Q. Are you funded by any compare with conventional engines using liquid natural gas,
government agencies?
propane, butane, or similar
have
a
A. Definitely not. We
fuels?
A.They still have a long way
to go in eliminating pollution,
Q. Is your engine of the Ranand engine performance sufkine cycle principle?
fers considerably. Also, on toA. If it were, we would never day's crowded freeways, there
have considered this project at can be no place for vehicles
all. Ours is not a revised or carrying any kind of fuel under
modernized version of the pressure. In massive freeway
Stanley_Steamer. Even though pile ups the fire hazard under
today's'internal combustion existing conditions is bad
engine has lost efficiency enough without multiplying the
through forced use of after- danger with pressurized fuel
burners, air pumps, PCV tanks. And, too, it would be
valves, changes in engine de- risky to smoke in a car or bus
sign, etc., it still is more effi- so equipped. Thompson-Stercient than a steam engine. ling power systems are comSteam has poor thermal effi- plete compact units in contrast
ciency. That's why the diesel with those systems where part
replaced it on the railroads. . is under the hood, part in the
However, we have made sev- trunk, part in the roof ... along
eral major breakthroughs in with all the problems and cost
the field of steam propulsion such arrangements present. In
which are now the subject of ours, the fire hazard, in case of
patent coverage on a world- an accident, is practically nonwide basis. Complete technical existept, and much less than in
BREAK FOR WELDERS
description and detail drawings an average present-day auto.
JESSUP, Md. (AP) — -As
cannot be published at this time
HONOR VEEP'S WIFE
for this reason, but all of this is
BATIMORE [(AP) — Mrs._ many as 100 inmates may weld
available on a private, confi- Spiro T. Agnew has been named their way to freedom this year
dential disclosure basis, and Maryland's "Most Dis••- from the Maryland House of
tinguished Woman- by the Correction.
will fully confirm---our
The State Board of Parole
Women's Advertising Club of
statements.
has agreed to free inmates
Baltimore.
The Vice President's wife within a year of a parole hearQ. How is your use of steam
serves as honorary chairman ing or release, if they complete
different than the way it was
and patron of numerous chari- a 10-voiek welding course at the
Jessup institution.
used in previous steam en table activities
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Michael Hrabak,a member of
the art faculty at Murray State
- GENERAL AUDIENCES
University, has been awarded a
All Ape Admitted
one-year, "Prix de Rome"
1ITEJR
PARENTAL cloroadocE SUGGESTED
renewable grant is an
Some Material May Not Be
international award made to
Stritable For Pre-Teenagers
young artists from throughout
CID
the world to allow them to work
RESTRICTED
and study in Rome, Italy. A
Under 17 requires accompanying
Parent or Adult Guardian
limited number of artists in
various media are selected each
year.
Twenty-fiveyear old Hrabak,
an assistant professor at
NO ONE UNDER 17 ADMITTED
(Age limit may vgry in certain Niesi.
Murray State since August,
1971, was chosen for his
sculpture work in "constructed
4111) .... MOT iON PICTURE ASSOCIATiON.OF
forms of metal and wood."
Dr. Gordon
Plummer,
chairman of the art department, praised Hrabak for his
ability. "We ar
—e-&
-Tighted With
his success. Of course, we are
sorry to lose him, especially
since we have not found a
sculptor to replace him next
year, but we feel that this
recognition reflects due credit
to him."
Urabak._ wlnio received
.Bachelor _of Fine Arts degree
&rim the IlniVersity of Arizona t
in ad, has exhibited wideli
through- tit the Midwest. Tie' --- -earned his M.F.A. degree in
tgi GilG-1 al(-5 LAA:
1970 from Indiana University,
where he taught from 1969 until
Prep Infr 73-33I4
coming to Murray State.
not
His sculpture
is
ergl
i rnMil
representational but "merely
represents a situaWn to the
spectator as all art does." A
great deal of his work la
exhibited outdoors, and he
explains that he attempts "to
relate the linear and structural
A DIFFERENT KIND Of LOIN
elements to one another and to
the landscape in general."
He continues, "When you put
sculpture outside, you expect it
"OW 4
to be subjected to people.
People like to interact with
NO ONE UNDER 18 ADMITTED
things, to touch, sit on, and even
crawl on outside sculpture. My
sculptures are strong enough
to withstand almost anything
people might do to them, and I
welcome
this
type
of
WNW PERIRES PRF)141'
relationship with my art."
Hrabak was chosen for the
international award on the basis
of his work and his exhibiting
record.
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Abby pops
the question
By Abigail Van Buren_

Michael
one-year
forms of
work and
now on
Woolley)

)E

#

DEAR ABBY: About that male cook who "took pride"
in his cooking and refused to divulge his recipes: Some of
the worst cooks I've known were men who "took pride" in
their cooking.
I don't claim to be a good cook, but I am probably the
best corn popper in the state of Michigan. Admittedly, my
prowess is not divinely inspired, but is the conglomeration
of instructions from a local 65-year-old lady and a former
national champion grower.of corn.
I have taught many people how to make delicious popcorn, and I derive as much pleasure out of their enjoyment of it as I do my own.
BILL,IN COLDWATER
DEAR BILL: All right, you pop the corn and I'll pop
the question: How about that recipe?
,DEAR ABBY: You blew it when you stated that good
cooks should share their recipes.
I happen to be the world's best dancer, salesman and
amateur chef. And Abby, my love, no oae, but NO ONE
gets my recipe for spaghetti! [They also beg me for my
recipe for sweet and sour sauce, and many others, but my
spaghetti sauce is out of this world, and everybody who
- -.4aoteopiti-ramintsieseere
-"
- -nut far I have given it ton6 one. rm nettselftili. I like
to conk, and I like to treat my guests to something they
can't get anywhere else. Sorry about that.
BOB IN LONG BEACH

LLL
40,0
Mrs.Rachel bbddas Raker,author,and Mrs. Helen Hodges are shown during a program given at
the Calloway Public Library on Tuesday morning, April U. Mrs. Hodges presented dramatic excerptsfrom the book,"Walk In theSpOng Rain," written by Mi.Raker.
Wilson Woolley photo.
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A year later, I found that this hairdresser had been
Arnett of Hickory, Kentucky, ployed at the Eastside Church
making MY formula, putting it up In jars, and was selling it
of Christ.
for a big price.
The groom's parents were
When I threatened her with a lawsuit she stopPed,
hosts to the rehearsal dinner on
but since that incident, I have never given a recipe or anyFriday night.
thing else that hasn't been published in a magazine or
newspaper that everyone has access to.
LEARNED A LESSON
DEAR LEARNED: If people write and ask me how
The Xi Alpha Gamma
ula r
egR
they_can_get_ your—miracle-dry
formula, what
--Chopter-Of
tell them! To dry up?
n
A
for the regular meeting on April
20 at the Community Center. ti Paschall Home
DEAR ABBY: About that earth-shaking question of Preceding the opening ritual,
whether to give out a recipe or not, why the hassle?
Progressive
The
roll was called and reports were
I agree with you, "If someone else enjoys the same given.
Homemakers Club met in the
thing you enjoy, it in no way diminishes your enjoyment of
The main topic of business home of Mrs. Gedric Paschall
it!"
was presented by social for the April meeting with Mrs.
And if someone takes the recipe to her grave with her, chairman Mrs. John Hina. This 'Glenn Richardson presiding in
who gains?
BIG-HEARTED BETTY
was for the finalization of plans the absence of the president.
for the Founders Day Banquet
Each member answered the
which Xi Alpha Gamma will
roll call by n naming her
host. The Banquet will be held
favorite tree and why. The
April 27 at the Holiday Inn with
secretary read the minutes.
approximately ninty Beta
Mrs. Leo Blair gave the
Sigma Phi's expected to attend. treasurer's report and Mrs.
A thank you note was read
Charles Daughday made a
Miss Tiffany Ainne Duncan from Maureen Miracle, Ar- report
on the ways and means
The Captain Wendell Oury was honored with a party on
thritis Field Representative. committee.
Chapter of the Daughters of the Friday,
31, . in Mrs. Miracle expressed her
March
The club voted to have a craft
American Revolution held its celebration of her first birappreciation to the Chapter for
and bake auction at the June
regular meeting at the lovely thday. The party was given by
the kindness extended to her
meeting, and also to start a
country home of Mrs. Max Hurt her mother, Mrs. Jerry Duncan,
when she visited in Murray in
on Saturday, April 8, at eleven- at their home at 707 Fairlane
"Gypsy Basket" to go from one
the early part of the fhonth,
member to another during the
thirty o'cltick in the morning. Drive, Murray.
Mrs. W.H. Williams and Mrs.
months.
Mrs.
Mrs. John Nance, regent,
Refreshments of cake, ice Bruce Thomas urged members summer
Richardson told of a craft
presided at the meeting. She cream, and cola were served.
to attend the basketball game to
has recently been appointed to
Guests present were Mrs. be held April 21 at Murray 'lesson, Bargello, to be held at
the Extension - Office on
the Board of Kentucky Regents Larry Jones and son, Micky,
Middle SchoOl. Members 'and
Tuesday, April 25, at 9:30 a.m.
Club to represent the first Mrs. Gary Smothermon and
friends of Xi Alpha Gamma will
district in 1972.
son, Doug, Mrs. Sandy Burkeen haste a team playing in the The club decided to become a
member of The Friends of the
The local chapter has been and son, Jody, Mrs. Bob Cook,
benefit game.
Library.
invited to the First and Second Tiffany's gradmother, Mrs.
An invitation Was presented
district meeting on Friday, Dewey Smothermon, great
Mrs. Raymond" Nall gave an
to the Chapter from Beta Sigma
August 4, at the Barren River grandmother, Regina Cook,
Phi's in Frankfort, Kentucky. interesting account of Annual
Lake Resort Park at Lucas.
aunt, Miss Beverly Herndon, The invitation was for a tea to day which was a trip to Nash"National Survival At Stake" and Mrs. LuNell Duncan,
be held at the Governors ville, Tenn, to several places of
was the national defense paternal grandmother.
Mansion the latter part of April interest.
message read by Mrs. Nance.
The lesson on "How Children
in observance of Founders Day.
Lunch was served at the noon
The program, "The House Learn Values" was presented
hour.
and Home," was presented by by Mrs. Mary Contri.
ADAMS GIRL
Taylor who spoke on
Crafts shown included a
Mr. and Mrs. Lowery Adams Mrs. Tony
bride's feeling enntranites
the meaning of a home and Mrs. candle holder made from old
of
Farmington
Route
One are
In her beatit, t
Helen T.
who did a word telephone insulators by Mrs.
the parents of a baby girl, Junior Story
Grand. a psychotherapist.
association centered around the Joyce Daughtry. Mrs. Nall gave
Latricia Ann, weighing seven
discussion a craft lesson on Paper Tole.
home. Group
pounds 1512 ounces, born on
followed.
Refreshments of gelatin
Wednesday, April 19, at 12:19
At the close of the evening salad, crackers, and Cokes
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
members stood for the closing were served by the hostess,
Odrinex can help you become the trim
County Hospital.
and joined hands for the Mrs. Paschall, and co-hostess,
ritual
slim person you want to he Odrinex is
Their other children are Carla
Mizpah.
a tiny tablet and easily swallowed Con
Mrs. Leo Balir.
Sue Wagoner, age four, and
tains no dangerous drugs No starving
Refreshments were servedhy
Ani6.Grace
Wagoner,
age
two.
Those present, not previously
No special exercise. Get rid of excess
the hostesses,. Mrs. Isaac
The father is employed at the
Mesdames
tat and live longer Odrinex has been
Adams and Mrs. W.H. Williams mentioned, were
used successfully by thousands all over
Early Bird Service.Station.
Sageria,
White,
Walter
John
to the following members:
the country for 14 years Odrinex Plan , Grandparents are Mr. and
Bobby H. Wilson. Gerald
Adams,
Isaac
Mesdames
'
costs $3.25 and the large economy sire
Mrs. Fred Adams of Murray
Crawford,
Charles Chilcutt, Richard Ford, Cooper, Donald
15.25 You must lose ugly fat or your
Route
Charles
One
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bobby
Allen,
and
money will be refunded by your druggist
Fred Gardner, Jcie Ginn, John
Refus Tabers of Murray Rothe
Daughday.
No questions asked. Accept no sub
Hina.*Jackie 'Jones, • Mike
Two. Great grandmothers are
;Mutes Sold with this guarantee by
Morgan, John • Paulk, Gerry'
The next meeting will Ix, on
Mrs. Estelle Jackson of
Requarth, Franklin Robinson, Tuesday May 9,at seven p ni at
Dresden, Tenn., and Mrs, OrRay Sims, Ray Story, Tony the home of Mrs. Leo Blair. 817
pha Jones of "Murray Route
Taylor, and William Williams. Nerth •19thStree.t, Murray.
Two.

Mrs. Tony Taylor
Presents Program
At Chapter Meet

tr

ti

Monday, April 24
Miss Patsy Arnett of Men- brother of the bride.
Kirksey and Hazel Men's and
clham, New Jersey,and Lorin P.
Women's -Basketball teams will
Bride's Dress
Watson were married Saturday, Given in marriage by her
play a ball game at the Kirksey
April 1, in a candlelight
father, the bride wore an em- gym at seven p.m. Admission
ceremony
at the Eastside
and all proceeds from refreshk pire gown accented with
t in New pr
SI/11C1
moflW&Q
.
ffosrlsnpth
me
_ditfl
tb.f- "
li er •
New lief*.
gown had an A-line skirt and Usher family.
The bride is the daughter of short sleeves.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie F. Arnett
The Creative Arts DepartHer attendants wore floorof Hickory, Kentucky. The length
gowns of pink, blue, and ment of the Murray Woman's
groom's parents are Mr. and yellow cotton brocade. 'The Club will meet at the club house
DEAR BOB: You may be the world's best dancer and
Mrs. L. Arnold Watson of
gowns had rounded at 9:30 a.m. with Mesdames M.
amateur chef, but you blew it when you said you were the
Abilene, Texas. Grandmothers empire and short sleeves. 0. Wrather, Ray Sinclair,
neckline
world's best salesman.- My husband is! P. S.: I'll put my
of the bride are Mrs. Ophelia Each attendant carried a Charles Simons, Jack Beale
mother in law's sweet and sour sauce against yours any day,
BazzeLl. of Farmington_ Route basket of*Ides the sante color Kennedy and Burton Young as
but Bob, old boy, about that spaghetti recipe: Are you
One and Mrs_ S.S. Herndon of as her dress.
hostesses.
willing to negotiate?
Murray.
Following a reception held on
Quarterly meeting of the
floor of the church,
DEAR ABBY: Can you stand one more letter about
The groom's father officiated the second
River Baptist Association
Blood
left for a wedding
recipes? I used to share mine, too, but no more. Here's
at the double-ring ceremony. the couple
WM1.'. will be held at the
Bahamas.
why:
Baptist
Soloist was Charlie Newman. trip to the
Creek
Jonathan
The bride is a graduate of Assembly at ten a.m.
A few years ago.' dreamed up a recipe of my own and - --Matron of honor was Mrs.
It made spch a big ,hit, my friends asked me for it, so I
Olian Holladay of Akron, Ohio, Todd County Central High
gave it-to them.
District No. 11 of die
sister of the bride. Mrs. Bill School and received an
Well; one fine day I 'saw that one of those "friends'had
Robling of . Mendham, New, associate orarts degree from Christian Women's fellowship
submitted MY recipe in a contest, taking full credit for
Jersey was bridesmaid, and Freed-Hardeman College. She Spring Conference will be held
having created it, and she won $25 for it!
Andrea Holladay, niece of the is employed at Shiloh, Inc., ia - at Bethel Christian Church,
When I spoke to her about it, she said when I gave it to
Kevil with registration at 9:30
bride, was junior bridesmaid. Mendham, New Jersey. .
her I forfeited all right to it.
The groom is a graduate of a.m.
Lawrence Watson of DearIn a more recent instance, a.hairdresser asked me haw
born, Michigan served his Harding Academy of Memphis
I kept my skin so nice. When I told her -it_was my-own-- —brother as best man. Groom- and received a bachelor of
Tuesday, April 25 .
formula, she wormagl it out of me with a plea that she had -smeni were David Wright' of science degree from Abilene
,•

'OUT
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Miss Patsy Arnett Exchanges Wedding
Vows With Lorin P. Watson On April 1

DAR Chapter Holds
Luncheon Meeting
At The Hurt Home

Tiffany Duncan Is
Honored At Party
On First Birthday

BIR

LOSE WEIGHT
THIS WEEK

THSj

Progressive Club
Meet

•• S

ma

Big-Screen
Total Automatic
Color Consoles
DWG

$49900

Kick the bothersome TV
tuning habit with one of
these great Magnavox
Color TV values! TAC
automatically keeps flesh
tones natural and pictures
sharp. No more jumping up
and down to adjust controls
. . . no more green or purple
faces! You'll always get a
perfectly-tuned, color-right
picture—on every
channel, every time.

Contemporary —modeilla22

Early American—model 7324

46 . •

of Tau Phi Lambda will meet at
the home of -Mrs. Betty Sue
Hutson at seven p.m.
The Kirksey PTA will meet at
the school lunchroom at 1:45
p.m.
The Murray Quota Club will
Triangle
meet
at
the
Restaurant at 12 noon.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at the
home, of Mrs: Martha Ails at
seven p.m.
The Current Missions Group
of the Memorial Baptist Church
will meet at two p.m.
Wednesday, April 26
The Baptist Women of the
Kirksey Baptist Church will
meet at the church at seven
p.m.
Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries Association will
have its executive night
hanquet at the Holiday Inn. The ladies day luncheon will
be served at /2:15 p.m. at the
Oaks
Country Club. Make
reservations by Monday noon
by calling Mrs. Tommy
Goodwin 436-2294 or Mrs
Hillard Rogers 753-2665. Other
hostesses are Mesdames Ray
Story, Jimmy Rickman, Billy
ttotierts,
Norman
Lane,
William
Grasty,
Walter
Waterfield, William Taylor. Joe
Allbritten, Chesley
Butterworth, James Rogers, Jack
Benton, Robert Etherton, Gene
Housden, Jimmy Bell, Walter
Whaley, and William Seale.
The ladies day luncheon will
be served at the Calloway
Country Club at noon with Mrs.
Don RObinson as luncheon
chairman. Other hostesses are
Mesdames Freed Cotham, Cecil
Farris, William Graham,
Edgar Howe, Ronald ('hurchill,
James Williams, Z.(' Enix,
Foreman Graham, and E.B.
Howton.

Guest snacks
Oiler

guests

a

,
^twee)

Mediterranean styling—model 7326

New Portable
Monochrome TV

Stereo Phono
Music System

Slim and trim model 5010
will bring you your own plo
world of lewind enjoyment
with clear, sharp 12 diagon,i1
i-neasore picture, Peifect
.iny
her'
P lorre of iCe Or
cult Too
ruLlegP (thrill A

Compact in size, small in price
- model 9280 is big in
performance - offering great
Magnavox sound It includes
automatic 4 speed Micro
Cllanger two 6" speakers, even
a Jack for optional headphones

$8995

e

Otify $89951

Leach's Music 81 TV
After The Sale —.Ifs The Service That Counts!

low-calo

ne snack tray featuring
cri.p Delicious apples accompanied by caulifloweret lc s, cheese-filled celery
stalk s, caraway'd cottage
cheese and marinated
, shrimp

Bob Randolph - Service Manager
Chestnut Street in Dixieland Shopping Center
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Murray State Finishes Second In Bowling Green Track Meet

Murray State Golf Team
Finishes Sixth Sunday

Qu1

second with a 21.7 while Jacobs a third place finish and a second
_personal record..
in- addition to-bettering his old
place finish respectively. Krejci
PeaYr-7-MIKE
In the track events the 440 was third with the same time.
Michael
high.
--Mark
personal
turned
in a 4:10.6 mile but was
firsts
Siltclaimed
In the 440 Murray got another
Ledger & Times Sportswriter — The Racers
while five Thoroughbreds set picked up a first in the pole relay team composed of Adell, bolster from Sowerby as the still five seconds behind Nick
Murray State's track team
Jacobs, Sowerby and Smith
new personal records. Murray vault with a 144034 and bettered
speedster was clocked at 47.2. Rose of Western. In the three
traveled to Bowling Green
claimed first with a 41.3. The s
The Murray State University Johnny Quertermous had a 234
choice
as
the
meet
the
personal
mark.
went
into
old
his
strong
finished
a
and
Samuels
was third with a 48.6. mile run, Krejci's 14:17.3
Racers.
Saturday
the
for
the
sixth
in
mile
first
placed
relay
team
was
also
team
-golf
for third, picked only ahead of
In the high jump Mark
OVC
Murray
quadrangular
could not manage any second place finish was 11
in
a
second
with a 3:12.1. The victory of the
.Chris Schenkel Collegiate InHiestand was second with 6-4
Austin Peay.
seconds behind Western's
i
better
e
w
than
a a
meet. Western took the team
a
of
„Xitational Tournament Sunday,
mile
relay
team
was
a
bit
Murray faired well in the field while brother John hit six foot
Hecotr Ortiz.
totat,
111
with
nthe
Francis
880
fourth
sPa
Pat
pce
la
championship
even-par
an
posting
;after
events as two men claimed even. Jay Waddle was fourth in surprise since Jacobs was
Coach Bill Cornell was opracked'
Racers
points while the
7:second-round team score
unable to run in the event. Mike recorded a 1:58,5.
firsts. Herman deMunnik The discus- competition a mark
timistic about the performance.
Rexpecteddii
much
theuhurdte:
better
up 85 compared to.51 for Middle
'SSaturday that moved them into
Campbell
took
the
place
threw the javelin 219-8 and set a of 125-8 while Granville Buckley
was very well pleased With '
Tennessee and 17 for Austin
than eexpected
7.4ifth place.
new stadium record at Western was fifth in the triple jump with Jacobs and teamed with Pat
Pat Verry and Gary Craft the effort. I think when we have
The final score for the Racers
Francis,
Ashman
Samuels
and
a 43-7. Buckley was also fifth in
finished one and two in the 120 all eight teams together for the
::was 880, 33 strokes behind the
the 'Ong jump while teammate .F-rad -Sowerby--to give the
sturrarirrgr-rennis
The
Racers
the
ran
high hurdles. Verry set a new conference meet that we are
:'first place finisher, Wake
win -Sower-by
Tom Williams. claimed fourthTeam won the Western Kenrecord with a IAA gointto be right in the middle
finished .with an
personal
..the
anchor
leg
_
of
.the
relay
in
with a-1tap-of-21-6.
tucky ---Ctinference- Tennis..
while
Craft
turned in a 15.1. In of it," said Cornet
847.
One of the surprises of the day 46.3.
Championship Tournament by
The Racers will travel to
the
440
intermediates,
Verry
Georgia finished second,
In
the
100
Randy
Smith
was
was the second place finish of
edging out Bowling Green by
Carbondale tomorrow for a dual
picked up a third with a 54.6.
Florida, third, South Carolina
Steve Ford in the shotput second with a 9.7 while Darnell
one point.
Georgia
Jim
Krejci led Murray in the meet with the Salukis of
'placed fourth, and
competition. Ford threw the Adell was fifth with a 10 flat. In
Taking top honors were Del
mile
a'nd
three mile events with Southern Illinois University.
Southern finished fifth ahead of
the
220
Smith
claimed
another
The first heat and semi shot 49-101Z and set a new
Purcell in the No. 1 boys singles
By Jane Brandon
.Murray. Among the other ten
and Mel Purcell in the No. 2
Forty cars from the five state feature was won by James
S,teams
. ams behind Murray were
boys singles. The two Purcell area turned out Saturday night Pace, 31, from Clarksville,
QVC squads Eastern and brothers also teamed up to win at Keeling Super Stock track to Tenn. Roy Rodgers, 115,
the boys doubles. Vickie Morris compete for the big $3,000.00. Paducah took the second heat.
The Racers finished Hire
Top_ Timers-1. Paul_Rogues,
of llopkinsville and Therese purse in the sperial four race
t,
Nstrokes ahead of Eastern and
88, 22.35, 2. 'Melvin Woodford,
Gary of Christian County won program.
TenI.:seven ahead of Middle
the two girls singles.
The feature race was won by 14Jr., 22.43,3. Bill Keeling, 24Jr.
nessee.
Paducah Tilghman placed John Taylor, 90, from Evan- 22.45.
Chris Piggot was high
First Heat— 1. James Pace,
third in the tournament.
sville, Ind. This race proved to
and placed tenth out of
'•
Other members of the Murray be the most exciting of the 31, 2. Jerry Wylie, 82, 3. Vance
finisher'
/*
$109 contestants. Mike Hoyle
High team who played were evening with twenty cars Cook, 806, 4. Bobby Foley, 77, 5.
posted a 222, Wayne McGoyan
John Powless, Brent Austin, starting and ending with Bill Hay, 97.
-4 finished with a 224, Mike Tommy Keller, Timmy Shown,
Second
Heat-1
Roy
Woodford,
Wrights had a 229, Vernon Betty Jo Ward, Emily Belote, several out. Melvin
Rodgers, 115, 2. James
it
held
lead
and
took
the
Jr.
14
Marcoullier posted a 230 and Valerie Harrison, Jennifer
for four laps then experienced a McKinney, 78, 3. Jerry Inmon,
Outland, and Melanie Cun- broken axle and had to pull out. D7,4. Jerry Fransic, 42, 5. John
ningham.
Paul Hogue, 88, holding the Taylor, 90.
Semi-Feature-1. James
The boys tennis team will second position for the most of
travel to Chattanow _this_theeligitteaiid Pace,-31, 2. Larry Walston,-I, -3;
weekend where they wal par- took seventh place. Jerry Junier
Friday & Saturday
Monday-Thursday
ticipate in an invitational English,6 also blew his engine Soloman,23, 5. Jerry Wylie, 82.
Taylor,
90,
Feature-1.
John
tournament,
11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
in this race:
11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
PARIS, Tenn. ( Special)—The
2. Vance Cook, 806, 3. James
largest International Rodeo
and
and
McKinney, 78, 4. Roy Rodgers,
.z.Association-sanctioned rodeo. in
5
p.m.
to 2:00 a.m.
Jerry White, 13, 6. Carl
am.
115,
5.
p.m.
to
1:00
5
N West Tennessee will have two
Paul
Hogue,
88,
Douglas,
8,
9.
7.
levening performances here
8. John McElrath, 220, 9. Jerry
;Friday and Saturday nights,
English, 8,10-Jesse Ladd, 77.
-Z April 28-29, with prize money
".” totaling some $8,400.
Victor Baldwin, chairman for
OPENING * GRAND OPENING * GRAND OPENING * GRAND OPENING * GRAND OPENING
this World's Biggest Fish Fry
Murray State finished spring receivers and give strong
event, said, "I am very pleased football practice last week and support against the run. Joining
with the prospects for our show Racers Coach Bill Furgerson them in the backfield are Pat
this year. We have made some feels the primary objectives of Hagarity, a part-time starter
improvements in the program the drills were reached.
the last two seasons and Paul
and we are-sure we will provide
ware rpnst . concerned Coitharp, a freshman.. Both
ra -to-P-nbieh ro46.".
with replacing the_i1,0 --players performed well in spring drills.
The rodeo will be presented at
The offense is pretty well
who graduated .and trying
:the Henry County Fairgrounds,
intact from last year, including
different
players
at
several
with events getting underway at
positions," Furgerson said. the 1-2 running punch of Rick
eight o'clock each evening.
Fisher and-George Greenfield.
feel we've done an
"We
enthused
appeared
Baldwin
Fisher, a tailback, netted more
holes
of
plugging
adequate
job
. over the rodeo this year and
rushing last
stated, in order to accomodate in the lineup and some of our than 1000 yards
more persons, we are having position changes worked quite season and was named the
-Offensive Player of the Xear
The Racer. defense was_... in the Ohio Valley Conference.
will soot an additional 800
pel-sons. Rain or shine, I am particularly hard hit by Greenfield had 616 yards in
confident that the folks who graduation as six players, eight games and was second
attend will be able to enjoy a linebackers Frank Head and E. team all-conference.
Two experienced quargood show.
W. Dennison, tackle Dave Ford,
"We have some of the top end Glenn Fausey, and backs terbacks, Tom Pandolfi and
cowboys in the business who will Larry Roberts and Kevin Grady Garnet Scott, are back and a
- be in the show, as well as some were lost. Head, Ford, and freshman, Mike Hobbie, is also
of-our local talent. The 1.971 _Grady were all-conference, and. competing hard for the starting
.7 World Champion Cowboy, Glen Head led the team in tackles the' job. Furgerson says the threeway competition for the No. 1
%Byrd, will be here aTong with latt-tv7O• seasons.
Delbert Newsome
two-time world champion
Jerry Stanley, who played spot improved the quarterback
0
Johnny Clark."
end his previous two seasons, corps considerably during the
The stock is being provided by was moved to tackleto replace spring.
Hampton and Sons of Marion, Ford and Furgerson said he and
Ky., and Baldwin was high in his Tony Menendez, who started at
Bill Farrell, a strapping 6-4,
,- praise for them.
the other tackle much of last 225 pounds, had a great spring
"I think we will really have season, give Murray great at tight end and should be one of
some good stock this year," he speed and agility in the tackle the best in the league at the
said, "Seven of the animals that corps. Joe Echert, an
position. Scotty Crurnp, small
will be here for the show aggressive freshman, replaced but a good receiver, is back at
appeared in the International Stanley at end where he will one wideout position. The other
Tulsa, team with Jim McPeake, a will be manned by Doug Baker,
Finals
in
Rodeo
Oklahoma,last year. The Finals returning starter who had a a freshman transferred from
in Tulsa is the 'World Series' of great spring.
quarterback.
all rodeos and I feel we are very
All-OVC Mike Perry is back
Bill Fryer took over Head's
fortunate in obtaining these middle linebacking postition
at center as are Rodney
animals."
but may go back to his outside Pickering and Joe Glorioso at
Baldwin said one bull, "Tiny linebacking spot if Bruce guard. Steady Dale Willis is also
Tim," has only been ridden one Farris recovers from a shoulder back at tackle and big,
time in his life and that was last
operation. Farris missed last agressive Charlie Carpenter
year by IRA World Champion
18in
season
and was injured early in has been moved from guard to
*: Jack Weisman of Tupelo. Miss.
tackle
and
should
be.
among
the
spring
drills,
but
if
he
recovers
Baldwin said Waisman was also
OVC's best. Mark Norrid, who
::expected to be in Paris for the properly, he hashs equipment missed last season, is back in
A.
to
adequately
replace
Head.
rodeo.
school
and
should
give
the
The other two linebacking
called spots have been filled by Torn guard, corps a boost.
bull
brahma
A
"Sleepy," ridden only twice last Johnson, a hard . hitter who
Furgerson says he's certain
year, will be among the animals missed last season with an the potent Racer running game
brought to Paris. Another will injury,
and Ralph Engel, a will enable the team to control
be "Roamy," a "bareback
speedy
freshman.
Jay Waddle, the ball and that the threat of
horse" on which the third
another
with con- the passing game will keep
freshman
highest score of the- Finals was
-4t
siderable
experience
is also defenses honest.
made.
He says the defense will be
available.
• Among the performers will be
Larry Brock and Mike Tepe, smaller but far quicker than
Mark Smith of Little Riocl, Ark., both starters last season, are any at Murray in some time.
a world renowned clowb who back in the
"MI in all," says Furgerson,
secondary and both
works rodeos from coast to
have the size, speed, and ex- "we think we had an excoast.
perience to coVer outside ceptionally good spring and
we're really optimistic about
Six events are scheduled for
'the rodeo. They are bareback $1.75 for adults and 75 cents for next season."
riding, saddle bronc riding, bull children under 12. Tickets will
riding, calf roping, steer also be available at the gate at No lower
wrestling and girls' barrel prices of $2 for adults and $1 for
KALAMAZOO*
Mich.
children under 12.
racing.
11.]PI I - Western Michigan
The World's Biggest Fish Fry University has ne4er finished
Tickets can be obtained from will be the week of April 24,
with lower than third in Midthe Fish Fry office on the Court
rrmirminirninninitrnrrrrrre
American Conference -cross
rinThlrilimmirrminrir
:Square in Paris at any time the parade scheduled for 10 country competition mince
•. before the event. Prices are o'clock io'riday morning.
1948.
fl
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BRANDON

MHS Tennis
Team Wins

John Taylor Wins Feature
Race At Keeling Raceway

Pagilais Pizza
OPENING

TUESDAY, APRIL 25

i-Rodeo Planned
tor Fish Fry

WATCH FOR GRAND_OP.ENING____z

Hours:

MSU Spring Football
Practice Completed

Phone 751-2975

510 Mein -Street

GRAND OPENING
MONDAY thru SATURDAY

WIn

APRIL 24-29, 1972

A Motorola

Porta-Color Portable

* GRAND OPENING *

OPENING * GRAND OPENING *

fig

0

TV!!

DOUBLE S&H GREEN STAMPS
With purchase and this coupon.

Name -

Address

Sgt. Le(
military
lackland
Antonio,
served f.
Military F

Sgt. Lee
Murray H
played foo

University
toward a
Political

Among
which Sgt.
the Frater
the Kentu
Associatioi
Lodge
Shrineh
Madisonvil

Sgt. Lee
former na
have one ct
10.

April 21, 11

ADULTS '

NURSERY

NO NEM

lJ
Miss To
Dexter, C
Route 1,
Paschall,
Mrs. Nai
Dexter, Cli
3
M t
Mrs. 13(
Route 2, N
Julius Hai
4, Murray
Marine, Ft
Pamela Jo
Market, t.
Jones, 16(
Mrs. Agne
Baby Boy
Mrs. Eli
Dexter, A
Route 7
Theopholit
Main, Mu
Coleman,
Mrs. Josil
Murray,
Feltner, C
General E

BUY DIRECT•2
DO 25 up Tiny
Ey. Glues Ad.
••1•400ES• DC

GRAND OPENING

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY-...Just come in and register!
DEL'S GULF SERVICE 1-9..2.2-0Q-u-A-R-902...---Z`,
veyx Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday and Thursday
ONLY

SGT. PA1
North 19t
began his e
City of Mur
was pronthe latter j

5 Points, Murray

Tough Curtis
BALTIMORE ItiPI I Mike Curtis,- the Baltimore
Colta•
tough
middle
linebacker, played most of the
1971 !NFL season with a
broken right thumb in a cast.

%UAW rgNS Vilr:
1
I I '

I

R .7,C

I

II,
Abbe* Iting0,1 01%

530Tr",-

starts Wed.

•

ATLANTIC PACT
• On April 4, 1949, twelve- Atlantic nations signed the North
Atiantie-Part—

DEL'S GULF SERVICE
Five Points - Murray
* Tires
DELBERT NEWSOME- Owner & Operator
a * Batteries
FREE LOLLIPOPS FOR THE CHILDREN
< * Accessories
0 Oftuut40---.4441,--0P-ENING_* GRAND OPENULG—*--GRAND—OPEWMG—A--GRA-461-0

1ST

FtIL 24, 1972
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Quota Club Law Appreciation Mont

id a second
rely. Krejci
lie but Was
ehind Nick
the three
'a 14:17.3
h was 11
Western's

11 was oprforniance,
[eased With
en we have
her for the
iat we are
the middle

Open

Shopping

9 a.m.-9 p.m.

Center

Mon.-Sat.

Hwy. 641 N.

1-6 Sunday.

FOR TUESDAY,APRIL 26, 1972

Guy Turner

ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 11.
41
4
You can find new roads to
achievement, bettered_ conditions.— IF alert. Cut red tape,
get to the nucleus of a project
and heed intuition to a
.justifiable extent. TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Don't permit bright ideas to
wither before they have been
tried out. Try to dovetail some
unique endeavor into your

TROOPER GUY TURNER.
originally from Trigg County,
Kentucky, is presently serving
his twentieth year with the
Kentucky State Police and has
been, assigned to Calloway
County since June 26, 1953.
Trooper Turner and his wife,
Sgt. Lee spent 20 weeks in
He has attended Murray
University and has the former Faye Wall, are the
military police school at the State
Lackland Air Force Base at San completed classes in Law parents of two sons, Gary of
GE
P
hilar
INIpmgram.
Antonio, Texas, after which he Enforcement I & II., is presently Murray and Greg, presently re
United States
May 22 to June 21) 16
9
served four years in the enrolled in Police Ad- serving the
Generous influences, but
ministration, and is working Army in Korea.
Military Police.
While serving with the Army don't rush heedlessly into orbit.
toward as Associate Degree in
Sgt. Lee was gradiated from Law Enforcement.
during WWII, Trooper Turner Only with steady, serene action
Murray High School where he
was wounded three times and can you build the solid founplayed football. He is presently
was awarded the Purple Heart dation from .which.lo
—10.4iies-44124.-Bobartii
ingerftreirryntymr
with Oãt•T1FtvT
s,—
University where he is working third place honors in the pistol Campaign Stars, The Silver , CANCER
toward a B.S. Degree in match held at the Kentucky Star, The Combat Infantryman (June 22 to July 23)
There may be more than one
Political Science and Speech. Peace Officers Association
Badge, The European Theater
way to achieve your goal, so
convention in Louisville. He is a of Operation Ribbon, the
Among the organizations of member of KPOA, the
keep eyes and ears open.
American Theater of Operation
which Sgt. Lee is a member,are Fraternal Order of Police, and
Generally speaking, the strong
Victory Medal,-The
Ribbon,
The
and decisive try will pay off.
the Fraternal Order of Police, of e Murray Masonic Lodge.
Good Conduct Medal, The
LEO
the Kentucky Peace Officers.
Presidential Unit Citation, and
Association, Murray Masonic
Ptlm Roberts served three the Croix de Gurerre (by the (July 24 to Aug. 23)
Mixed influences. Your efthe years in the United States
105,
and
Lodge
French Government).
forts may not show immediate
Shrineh Rizpah Temple of Army. He and his wife, the
Trooper Turner's youngest returns. They will however,
Madisonville.
former Jean Thurman, reside son, Greg, is presently serving strengthen
your
current
at 901 Meadow Lane, Murray, - inthe same regiment in the 2nd position. Stress- -aecuracy;.
Sgt. Lee is married to the
Terri,
with their two children,
former tiara Darnell and they
Infantry Division in Korea, in precision.
e 6, and Greg, age 4.
have one child, Angela Gay,age
which his father served in
VIRGO
10.
World War II in Europe.
_i,Aug. 24 In Sept_
Don't anticipate problems.
Study, think, act in caref
manner. Mixed influence prevail, so be mindful. Avoi
April 20, 1972
April 21, 1972
'gossip and rumormongers.
ADULTS..99
LIBRA
NURSERY..5
ADULTS 92
Sept. 24 to Oct.
NEWBORN -ADMISSIONS
Delayed: Entry
A new
Plan carefully, then proce
Baby Girl Edmonson ( Mrs.
NURSERY 3
with firmness. K
Pr ram (DEP) is aVaila e to
all •
•
n p •
e
ve, o
isees.
omen
s
y
orps
ê
Emerson
Girl
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS Murray, BabyMaintaining • a systemati
The DEP enables a-Wortuin to
(Mrs, Eula Maud,EmerSon),
schedule.
delay her active duty service
Tenn.
Rt.
2,
Paris,
DISMISSALS
nt
SCORPIO
for up to 180 days after her
DISMISSALS
Miss Tonya Lachell Flood,
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) "v
enlistment.
This
means,
for
Mrs. Georgia Lee Johnson,
Dexter, Clarence Stockdale,
Your talents will be called
example, that a June high
Route 1, Hazel, Bobby Allen 1606 Magnolia Dr., Murray,
upon a-plenty now. In fact, you
school
graduate
may
secure
her
Paschall, Route 3, Murray, Master Robert Earl Stack, Rt.
may be busily active both day
future by enlisting in the
Mrs. Nancy Carolyn Fox, 1, Grand Rivers, Crawford
and night. But don't fret. You
Corps,
then
Women's
Army
will be rewarded — and
Dexter, Cletus McDaniel, Route LeortArmstrong, Rt. 7, Murray,
Mrs. Ines Cothran, Rt. 3 take a slimmer vacation before
generously.
3
Murray
going
on
avtive
Mrs. Dorothy Mae Wyatt., Wirray, Wirs71.,uttae-reriTuson
High school graduates bet- SAGITTARIUS
and Baby Girl, 1506 Parklane
Route 2, Murray
ween the ages of 18 and 35 are (Nov. 23- to Dec. 21)
Julius Harrison Cooper, Route Dr., Murray, Taz Galloway,
eligible for the program, and
Give everyone and everything
4, Murray, Miss Marcy Dawn National Hotel, Murray, Hoyt
may enlist for a training option
careful appraisal. leisten atLane,
Marine, Route 1, Murray, Mrs. Gene Wyatt, 522 Shady
of choice.
tentively, but don't be'swayed
Pamela Joy Smith,Smith Super Murray, Robert Lee Boitnott,
An enlistee in the DEP against your better judgment
Thorns
St.,
Murray,
603
Elm
Market, Mayfield, Alan Taylor
desiring a training option that is by some "smooth" talker.
Jones, 1608 Farmer, Murray, George Shelton, Rt. 3, Murray,
presently filled is given priority CAPRICORN
Rt.
1,
White,
Mary
Ida
Mrs.
Ringstaff
and
Viola
Agnes
Mrs.
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
becomes
when the option
Floy
Tenn.,
Mrs.
Puryear,
Baby Boy, Route 6, Benton,
Some sagging in detershe
available.
Meanwhile,
Mrs. Etna Jones, Box 72, Mabel Andrews, 504 Pine St.,
mination and resolve likely. So
accrues time for pay and rank
Mattie
Eugene
Murray,
Mrs.
Todd,
Chester
Dexter, Arthur
while she awaits active duty. begin by setting a brisk enough
Route 7, Murray, Henry Gray, Rt. 3, Benton.
pace, assuring yourself of
Although there has been a
Theopholius Waldrop, 707 West
proper procedures and direcfor male enlistees since
DEP
Nudists Contribute
Main, Murray, James Wilson
1966, the option was not open to tion. Avoid dissension.
Coleman, Route 4, Murray,
AQUARIUS
BERNALILLO, N.M.(AP) — WAC applicants until April 1 of
Mrs. Josie Coleman, Route 4, Nudists, of course, don't wear this year. The program will be (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Be sure with whom you make
Murray, Mrs. Anna Smith clothes.
on a trial basis until June 1973
Feltner, Cadiz;Dennis
But the nature worshippers in when it will be reviewee and agreements, plans, contracts.
All situations may not please,
General Delivery, Murray.
New Mexico's only nudist camp evaluated.
but keep trying. Those showing
go even farther—they give
DEP enlistees serve in the least promise may turn out
away clothes.
Regular Army for 'two to four better than you expect.
The Yucca Naturist Club, years, depending upon their
PISCES
near Bernalillo, presented choice of training. Married ( Feb. 20 to
Mar. 20) )4.
Goodwill Industries on Satur- women, as well as those with
Some optional choices for you
BUY DiPlECT•20 BAYS FREE 1RIAL-244* AMA
pounds
of
clothing
day
1,780
one or more dependents, must now. Weigh each thoughtfully,
$39 95 kg Tiny All -in -this Fat: 1114111n1-164- Fart
and other items collected in the obtain a waiver to enlist in the carefully evaluate potentials
Fry. Ghat AidB, No 501tamonn yrill call. 9AiN'
••19140DCS•SOX S111 P. INI0k1CaN. K Y. 4200111 ' club's annual clothing drive.
Corps
and then embrace the most
promising.
SGT.PAUL JERRY LEE,812
PTLM. GENE ROBERTS, a
North 19th Street, Murray,
lifelong resident of Calloway
began his employment with the
County, became a patrolman
City of Murray in June 1963, and
with the city police February
was promoted to sergeant in
1969.
the latter part of 1970.
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Men's Package

UNDERWEAR

Men's

. DECK SHOE

100% Combed Cotton Knit
Sizes S-M-L-XL
2 to Package

- Save More
Shop at
Roses!

.1244A

'NING

y

r-

,ter!

Central

—
-Look in the section in which
yboutitrthday comes and fI.1d
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

travel to
w for a dual
>alukis of
iversity.

'.975
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Hospital Report

ac

23, An

,r71
-

PORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine intellect,
remarkable powers of intuition
and outstanding creativity. You
are inventive and could go far in
technical fields; could also
excel at engineering, chemistry
or architecture. You have a
great love of beauty, art.
imaginative and 'idealistic.
almost to a faalt. An unusual
number of Taureans often take
up art as an avocation and wind
up making it a vocation, though
they are quite capable of
carrying on, two careers
simultaneously. Traits to curb
Obstinacy and a tender'y
toward being dictatorial Birthdate of: Edward R. Morrow,
news commentator: Ella Fitzgerald, singer; Guglielmo
Marconi, inventor of wireless
telegraphy.
. •

lePiTCH AND LISTEN TO
BATSF7J, BARRETI' BAXTER
TONIGHT 8 P.M. - CHANNEL 29
leDXR-'1V

JOIN THE<ISEARCH FOR
HAPPINESS • TRUE VALUES • !.IEANING
SPONSORED BY
THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST

i 1-.11

Eil[[:f

SCOTTIES

t:11

trdl tr2.fee,1 !1_,-)1i1,,1 L:11

YOUR PERSONAL FIOROSCCPE
FOR 1977, including a oetruleo day
by day forecast, complete guide to
1090 And marriage, and a 'On
,
prenensnee character analys,s
novr oyadable
For your personal
'precis!. send SI 00 plus 25 cents in
tt coot for ipogignigilleguloggetg ta,this
nerospapir:Pprirot
oscptiOr
e Boa
DepartMetst. lksii 173. Old Chelsea
Stattort. New York, N V 1000 Pr.nt
Yetw•NANIE,t0C0bIltESSWITh PIP" entk•
'eft

VIVA

Super

FACIAL
TISSUE

PAPER NAPKINS
Asstd. Colors
CON FIDETS

200 Count

Regular 39'

ANITARY NAPKINS

Regular 36`

5-PIECE PLASTIC

Reg.
394

DISH DRAINER
Drainer & Tray, Silverware Cup.
Soap Dish, Sink Strainer, Spatula

PLASTIC

VIVA or SCOTT

WASTE CAN
Pink or Blue
Regular 2/'I

P PER TOWELS
4 for $ 111

Compare $
at '2.99

88

for $

1.00

Piggy.'Back

ICE CHEST

YOU

[-V 'I

1,15TN Ea '1 jr

Reg.

Vinyl upholstery back and seat.
Black legs, chrome foot ring.
'15.97

Strong, rustproof
polyethlene. Has gallon
stowaway jug.

Reg.

Reg. '647
GRC

THRIFT

MOTOR
OIL
Non-Detergent
Quart Can

Qts.

•Ten big features
•High Performance
•Sizes to fit most American cars

$ 11 1 7
Reg. '1.57

OUTBOARD
MOTOR 011.
High Grade

Reg. 43'
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-Mt RItA. KENTLCK1
5.76
PA
4.87 11172-Sullivan, Mrs. Gwen
-Kirk, Pat & Edgar Dovmey
6445
6.35
5.76
2405-Conway,James
6.64 11175...Sumner, Charles
6.93
6.35 6544-Lafferty, Dan J.
'2563-Courtney, Granville
,,5 11196-Sweetwater,Lake Inc.
‘
/3•3
6.93
21.62 6554-Lamasters, Robert
2606-Craig, Luther S.
H.
William
11205-Swindall,
lu'`4
12.23
4.58 6555-Larnasters, Robert
2624-Crass, Larry Joe
T.
Donald
Sgt.
4'73 11236-Tancrede,
2687-Crisler, Herman A.
8.66 6621-Lane,Gaylon
-27*„.
48 11279-Taylor, Joe B.
Ralph
-Latimer,
57.81
6698
T.
Billy
field,
52
2760-Crutch
7.
11309-Tay1or, Wm.Curtis
,
RaY
5.46
6704,Latimer,
2790-Cumbee, Hurley B.
6.35
9.47
7.52 6705-Lawhorn,James
516 11358-Thomas, Thonunie
2832-Cunningham,Robert F.
50.98
.
Jesse
-Lee,
Mark
will on Monday, May 15, 1972 at 10:00 A.M. at the Court House 2871-Car,marks s.
6766
-Thomason,
11363
7:62
4-58
6.93
4.87 6783-Lee, Robert
door at Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, expose to public sale 2875-Cutler, Steve K.
6.76 11380-Thompson, George W.
Sester
J.
Mark
di
9.28
T.
Louis
upon
to he highest bidder the following delinquent tax claims
30.42 68093Lester,
536 11381-Thompson,George W.
2984-Davis,Charles Wayne
6.64
5.18 6833.Lawis, Melba
which a real estate assessment appears(the amount includes the 2987-Davis, Donald L.
62.72 11508-Tibbs, Louie E.
5.18 8866ndsey,Larry K.
21.62
tax, penalty, Sheriff's service fee and advertising cost ). The claims N96-Davis, Joseph L.
30.42 11559-Todd, Herbert
wayne
Davia,
07,
3
,
102.36
sol I become a lien upon the property described upon the face of the
5.18 6884-Lively, James0.
..
5.18 11628-Trevathan,Kenneth E.
tax bill and are subject to 12 per cent interest per annum.
3012-Dear,air=
11.02 6907-Long,Davidlt— 6.93.
11638-Trosper, John R.
12.48
3042-Denham,Grahlin Ed.,W.J.Denham
4315 6913-Lounsbury,Charles B.
12.80" .Ray
1l742-Turner,
5.18
3186-Dooley, Tommy H.
6.35 6918-Louvin, Charlie E.
4.58
5.46 1.1809-Usrey, Lenard & Jiunes R.Tillman t
4.87 6921-Love, Philip L.
3206-Dorris;Luther J.
5.76
chartellett
&
Herbert
e,
11834-Vanc
6.35
810 6932-Lovett, David L
3211-Doster, John L.
•
5.18
9.38 I_1903-Wade Joseph S.
_ _
3215-Doeter1 William H.& BertieJ.
7-22 6988-Lowery,Panuel N.
5.76
60.56 11940-Walker,CharlesTt7 .•
4.87 7029-Lyons, Luther
3253-Dowdy,Ralph
9.87
Sheriff of Calloway County, Kentucky
R.
Earl
-Walker,
11941
84.48
5.76 7091-Maness, Billy Joe
3268-Downs,Ed
41.70
Franlin
-Walker,
12.80 11948
6-35 7092-Maness, Oscar
3289-Drake, Kenneth
6.35
GRADED SCHOOL DISTRICT
31.29 11961-Walker, James R.
5.18
3311-Duke, Marvin J.
4.87
Thomas
Roy
7094-Maness,
5.76
G.E.
-Ware,
12052
4.58
Amount 3312-Duke, Marvin J. Jr.
7097-Maion, Harry
Bi 1 No. Names
5.76
33.61 7101-Mann, Anthony M.
6.35 12272-Wheeler, Onyaul J.
3332-Duncan,Buel
6.35
16.92
J.
Onyaul
Buel
-Wheeler,
97.79
12273
-Duncan,
$88.68
3333
Irvin
7134-Mardis,
I-Allen, Guthrie H.Jr.
6.93
14.76 7137-Mardis, R. Paul
6.93 12328-White, Robert L
8.02 3334-Duncan,Buel
1-Beaugarcl,Georgia
6.93
2012
E.Z.
E.
12366-Wigdon,
Carl
14.57
6.42
3338-Duncan,
G.
Merritt
-Marine,
7150
-Coats,Terra
20.13 3353-Duncan,Eugene
20.44
'
12.07
Monroe
6.05
-Wilkerson,
12399
&Julia
B.
,,,i 7193-MartirkHarold
C-_0111$83(1)Mary E.
-5111
5.71-12431-Willlitms, Charles
.
44.311 3365-Diinteri,Huie - -7305-Ma*J.E. • .
44'
11 0-Dibbk,Ralph c-ri Frank Dibble
21.62
77.39
T.
James
Wayne
12489-Williams,
n,
6.93
69.41
3385-Dunca
Troy
-Meade,
7306
11 2-Dillard,Golden
115.58
6.93 7313-Medlin, Floyd
5.76 12522-Williams, Ray E.
18.52 3391-Dungy, Elrno
1 1-Dunn,Rias - Est. .
9.76
27.49 7329-Meredith, Arthor E.
5.76 12688-Winarski, John W.
'
92.73 3451-Darter,Oliverjii.
14 6-Falwell,R.H.,Jr.
4.87
5.76 7332-Merrell, Dan J.
Yvonne
23.13
Tammy
M.
Oliver
12689-Winarski,
84.67
3452-Durrer,
A.
William
14 .7-FambeBa,
6.64
92.91
133.19
T.
Thomas
Glenn
le,
Glen
189.53
3461-Eaker,
12731-Wink
Hyburnia
7333-Merrell,
141I9A-Farris,Treman P.
5.18
6.35 7357-Mikusenick,Stanley
8.70 12746-Wise, Louis P.
27.48 3522-Edwards,James W &N.E.
1 '2-Garner, Harold D.
5.76
C.H.
12757-Witherspoon,
.30
3
3
W.B.
i,
.
7358-Milburr
&Martha
Carl
9.77
1 :4-Gi1bert, Vernon
12.97 3558-Eldridge,
5.76
Jr.
E.
Carl
15
24
12768-Wolf,
5•76
W.
'
6.36
Herman
.
7421-Miller,
3576-Eli, Raymond A.
.
1 19-Halton, Joe T.-Darell W.Cope
.,
56.09
7.52 12785-Woodard, Luke
18.79 7488-Miller, Thomas F.
10.46 3590-Elkins, Darrell
1 n-Harding, Bert
9.28
4.87 12868-Wyatt,Glen E.
y
36.96 7507-Milligan, James
21318-Hicks, Carlos
20.13 3616-Elkins, Lonnie
39.12
Donald
12895-Yarbrough,
"
5.18
27.49
112.88
3657-Ellis, Kenneth Loren
21113-Hicks, William
7514-Mills, Lela B.
, 9.56
,
5.76
12.07 3677-Emerine, Ralph D.
4.87 12903-Yates, James M.
2205-Hornbuckle, •.1 -...: .
7539-Mitchell,Elster R.
4.87
James
12912-Yelterna,
5.18
.
_. . _ __ .___. ,.
,. _, :_ _, „,_ „_ _ _....
23
§19-EnIA,Rayk_
..41378,Kgrdrmm,
392'26
2h67-88itAballe4100161
arie-tt:-..
.
i...
.....
-..._ .. ...7,.. ----44• 7.08 _
576
,--A....t=„n:..,- _
--,-,--;-Ar•.:.,---------_------w,.- _-:
mi----12,22:wret-leffitip-.
i
'.•
i
9
'
.:. Bros.'Cons. Co.Inc.
"°2 7560-Mitchuson,Obie Gene
7.52
2013 3800-Evans, Mary R.
5.18 12925-York, Robert W.
i
"
25 5-Jones,Clifton E.
5.18
7612-Moodey„David E.
5.46
28.20 3819-Everhart, Virgil M.
6.93 12961-Young, Roger E.
2519-Jones, Jerry M.
6.35
7626-Mooney,Jessie & Lula Michaux
83.27 7643-Moore,Eston Z.
28.20 3863-Falwell, William P.
5.18 12995-Ziegler, Norman E.
25 0-Jones, Jerry M.
8.70
40.82
44.33 3889-Farms & Homes,Inc.-T.G. Alexander
15.74 13009-Zinkovich, George
26 5-Kenley, Lou Ellen
9.87
7714-Morris, Brown
5.18
10.46
E.
Thomas
3932-Faulkner,
33.36
2614-Key, Barnett
7728-Morris, Darrell
8.70 7729-Morris, Mrs. Ethel-Bertha Midas
18.10
28.20 3933-Faulks, James 0.
27 3-King,Owen
10.19
Down Concord Way . . .
131.05 4109-Fortner, Arnold
31 8-Merrell, Edna
6.35
6.35 7903-Myers, Jerry J. & John L. Brovm Jr.
3212 4118-Foster, Jerry F.
34 A-McGeehee,Desiree
.
8.70
7.08 7967-McClard, J.T.
139.13 4124-Fowler, James
34 '3-McReynolcis, Charles R.
5.18
7.15
16.08
D.
Thomas
4184-Funk,
37 13-Payne,Howard Jr.
7998-McConnell,Gerald O.
33.36
25.91
44.33 4227-Futrell, Edgar
.
16-Pogue,Leon
8016-McCuiston,Billy
8.70
28.20 4258-Futrell,James W.
44 13-Ftoberts, Jerry
8110-McFarland,Helen H.
4.87
4.V
10.46 4287-Gaddie,Gordon
•
8114-McGee,Lynn T
11-Ross,Thomas
4.87
17.82
4.81 4299-Gallagher, Mrs.Irene B.
Jesus used some Good
8118-McGehee,Howard Thomas
42119-Rutledge, Havana
5.18
5.61 4493-Gibson, John H.
8146-McKie, DonnaJean4.87
• Shepherd Methodist men
42110-Rutledge, Havana
SPiceland
Eitelle
By
•
21.62
April 15, 1972'
4.58
27.86 4498-Gidcomb, Clarence L.
Robert Hall and his
8147-McKie,Donna Jean
42112-Rutledge, Pete Jr.
8.70
5-78 ''The weather,• is so un- SundaY'
_ 36.27 4514-Gilmore,MichaeLL,......_
-8343-MeNutt,-Phillij:iG.
13-Shaw; Vernon
lathes,to finish-paying-off-The
5.58
day we indeebhtedness on the new
31.V predictable that one
24.15 4550-Goddard, A.R.& G.S. Johnson
8212-McVey,J.N.
14-Skinner, John W.
flowers, me eh
24.02 may be
5.76
planting
12.07 4552-Godwin, Joe E.
17-Skinner,Oscar
8214-Nance, Avalon
ur . The congregation sang
6.93
39.22 next day sitting by a fire.
44.33 4556-Goheen, Emily
8220A-Nance, J.D.
God From Whom All
"Praise
5218-Walls, Harold
6.35 R9
24.54
Otis Loyins wanted me to tour Blessings Flow."
21.74 4559-Goins, James R.
-43-Nance, Peyton
5 20-Walls, Harold G.&James Lynwood
5.04
Croppie Hollow Miring dogwood
64.90 4567-Gonzalez, Roberto or Marie
No, die world is not ping to
5 21-Wallt, James
4.87 8299-Nestrud, Maurice J.
89.87 season and no artist could
-Goodwin,Jack B.& Michael L. Beech
4584
6.0.47
the dogs as long as we haye
5 24-Walls, Wilburn
4.58 capture the beauty of those hills6.35 8376-Nixon ,Herman M.
enough men to sing "Jesus Use
7.23 4611-Graf,Otto
56-Wofford, Louise
Edwita
"andvalleys, snowy---wittr—
Warren
l,
'8387-Noe
11.03
• Me."
Richard E.
SCHOOL DISTRICT
-Grayer,
4633
COMMON
—
,
.
-...
—4634:GrITI9CRtirrirrtr-6.
5.76
1-Adams,David M.&Jerry Coats
7.22 8416-Northcott,Richard L.
-Titere-is--so-ennehi-natura/-- -v;_reviews, but jast. week. I saw
4635-Graviett,B.E. Dorothy
21.82
5.18
•
Glenn
1 02-Adsit,
Harold K.
,
-Oakley
8432
4.87
to be found in the a late show I would recommend.
loveliness
- .
4.87
105.59 4637-Gray,Billy Joe
128-Alderson, Ryland
6.35 8442-O'Brien,Stephen W.or Darlene P.
Years
David R.
815_1 country that. it S hard to un- -"The
-Green,
4662
36.29
1 6-Allbritten, Charles D. •
Wayne
-Organ,
8488
5.76
" g that
moral,etraChin
Wild
It hada
derstand how some zan dump
4663-Green,David R.
....
15.74
4.87
A.
Carolyn
-Allen,
33
1
57.61 8509-Orr, Mrs. HiMa
5938 garbage along road,sides and we still reap what we sow.
Kenneth
,
4671-Green
5.76
1 I7-Allen, David D.
5.76 8538-Osborn, Bobby
A rich man, alone in the
3138 make dump heall% on the
William L.
2118-Allen, William H.
15.15 4705-Gregg,
15.74 8625-Outland, NevWe C.
Robert
property of others.
world, wanted to find and claim
-Gregory,
4709
8.10
13.58
Max
2114-Anderson,
92.09 8626-Outland, Neville C.
Robert
We are so sorry to hear that an illegitimate son he had
12.80
32.49 4710-Gregory,
74-Anderson, Thomas F.
8.10 8627-Outland,Neville
M.
Frank
-Griffith,
4724
-Smith is-a-•Patient-at- deniedIllyears before. Rehired
--Clifford
6.05
75-Anderson, Thomas F.
72.79 8688-Owen, A.W.
.
. --Vanderbilt.
, the best lawyer to make Ber.
s-frankik
•
rifidh
C
'
'
8.70
Irene
-4725
70
.
82-Ando,
21
5.18 8716-Pachnal ;Met and ModemMrs. Beatrice
-Grigsby,
4727
bare Stanwyck, manager of the
[WO
attendaRobert
Mrs.
nie
14.23
33-Ando, Irene
• 7.52 8827-Parker, William K.
4.58 The funeral of her last brother- home for unwed mothers, tell
9.28 .4731-Grisson, James A.
2154-Ando, Irene
Lou
Anna
8830-Parks,
5:18
8.93 in-law last week. Her mother who adopted his son, whose
1141 4789-Gross, James W..
2156-Andrews, G.W.
5.04 8855-Parmly, Donald R.
and all of her sisters- are now mother had died.
Michael
s,
.4803-Gues
01;
.
13
M-Anthony, Rayburn
66-34
widows.
P.
Ronald
It was against the rules, but
-Gustafson,
0.
Roger
4813
,
5;78
6.93 9209-Pique
5-Applegate, Carl
5.76
Ronnie Kline who left his she did make it possible for the
Charles
H.
4850-Hale,
Frank
.10'
8
9258-Pool,
6-35
Pasquale
56-Agrusa,
17.97 work in Michigan to come to son, of whom anyone could be
810 9296-Powell, Billy Ray
12.80 4976-Haney,Charles or Lillian M.
38-Armstrong, Charles
39-19 Calloway to be with his father,. proud,to have an interview with
4.87 9331-Presson, Vernon Paul
8.10 4984-Hanni.s, James
19-Armstrong, Charles,
5•18 &Sward, as long as he was this man, and tell him how he
5.18 9390-Privitt, Earl
7.52 5049-Harople,James or Richard or Christina or Mildred
•
72-Baker, James E.
635 needed, returned to Michigan had scorned
him for his
5.18 9391-Proctor, Billie G.
71.31 5071-Harrington, Mackey L.
58-Baldwin, William H.
21.62 last week, but he hopes to come desertion.
4.87 9450-Queener,Roberta
9.87 5086-Harris, Renard Jr.
525-Barclay, Jack R.
9-117 back here to live someday.
4.87 9451-Queener,Roberta
The millionaire's punishment
83.56 5092-Harrison,Henry S.
529-Barclay, Jack R.
was
him
sometime
Wekbuthet
L.
John
when the boy soont1d
9472-Rahiga,
4.58
W.
5.46 5114-Hart, Herman
579-Barnett, Shirley
Sunday
i,n
gs
teledoth
th
6:6035 is
"
fpairtiefw
ulell, that he was
6.35 9476-Rainey, Arvil G.
6.35 5180-Haynes,George C.
90-Barnett, William Ray
6.35 our faith in humanity was. to go in partnership with his
9.87 9524-Ftaspberry,Leroy F.
4.87 5184-Haywood, Doris L.
20-Barto, Oscar C.
7.52 restored.
J.
Geneva
9530-Ratcliff,
4.87
father in the newspaper
James
25.43 5192-Hazelwood,
39-Bates, George T.
32.09
B.
Van
9531-Ratcliff,
27.49
business. The tycoon did try to
Jack
,
5194-Healy
the
dedication
5.46
4.58
48-Baylor, Billy
8.99 9544-Ray,David
services of the beautifully make amends for his mistake
13.69 5196-Healy, William Edsel
86.21
40-Beard, Edward G.
5.76 9589-Ftedmon, R.B.
e
rpe
W
ca
by adopting an unwed mother so
carpeted
5.76 5199-Heath, Allen F.
and eanedledted
8.70
79-Bell, Carl
8.40 9611-Reibitz, Ola Mae
she could keep her child, but he
. 5201-Heath, James
7.52
Mt.
Sunday
School
rooms
at
7.52
57-Bell, Harold Young
4.87 9636-Rhodes,Charles
would, as all will,- always keep
87.91 Carmel Baptist Church and
5.18 5255-Hendricks, James E.
95-Bell 8i Overby
tt.
Halford
-Rhodes,
9639
8.35
for those wilder years:
Paying
saw
four
31.78
men,
A.
three
women,
William
5266-Hennigen,
_
5.76
04-Bennett, Carl W.
-Richards,R.L.
Now on a lighter note the Guy
and one boy baptized in the new
7.52 5300-Herman,Joseph
4 V 9653
.
•
21.62
31-Berry,Joseph N.
6.93 9657-Richardson, Rodney D.
5.18 5354-Hicks, Howell W.
28.13 baptistry.Lovins' have just called that
41-Bevins, Bud J.
•
9658-Ftichardson,Rodeny D.
they' had come in from fishing
&V
T.
5364-Hicks,
onnie
7.35
William
Frost
W.
1
'
34.74
96-Bishop, C. A.( Decd.J
5.18 9659-Richardson, Rodney D.
28.76 5387-Hightower, Ernie
7.52
We heard the "Bu Mac Boys", where fish fairly jumped at the
0111Rissinger, Charles T.
4
9830-Robertson, Elbert
22.38 all-church members,sing. Then hooks. Annie caught two on the
•
79-Bloodgood, Donald D.
6.93 5428-Hill, Raymond
27.49 9848-Robertson, Michael Steve
.38 we were revived by a sermon in same hook. They brought in 20 .
98
)43-Bondurant, M.C.
9.87 5436-Hillard, David M.
5.76 9913-Rogers, Lee
song by • Billy Buchtihan who fine crappie.
144-Bondurant, Marcella
4.V
4-87 5443-Hina, Michael A.
•
4.87 9915-Rogers, Orrin R.
Now grass is growing, lawn
sang while young Gary McClure
58
.
4
145-Bondurant, Williamt
4.87 5516-Holcomb, William MT
5.76 9945-Rose, Houston
nlayed
sli_
•
?!.leius _ Use _Me". M_Qwers are. . humming,. birds
Wesley
101-Bowling, Neil
6-11- 5558-Holmes,Leon C.
20.14 9961-Ross, Cornelia Fa y
are singing and so should we.
5.76Beautiful!
4.58 5656-Hopper, Clarence J.
1 171-Brittain, J.B. & William Brittain
17.90 9991-Ross, Wilburn
427
78.03 5658-Hopper,Floyd
4.56 1005XRushing, John R.
276-Brittain, Virgil
, 5.18
csa 5761-Howell,Darrell
324-Brown,Dale
6.93 10084 Russ, Sylvia A.
5784-Hudspeth,Earl
5.75
4.87
13364Irown, J. Kenneth
9.87 5824-Hulette,James S.
Russell, Voris Wesley
,
6.35 10088
353-Brown,Robert A.
5.18 5845-Hunt, David C.
--lr" •
-4"
5.18
H.
-Sample, William
10138
5.76
365-Brown, Willie D.
,A)
.56.55 5891-Hutchins, James
8.70
Bill
10194-Schippert,
88.02
1 372-Bruce, Mrs. Logan
18.99 5915-lbedial, Donald J.
4.87
Oft•
8.70 10336-Shamblin, Jerry B.
1 385-Bryant, Charles
5.76 5971-Ivy, Walter
52.25
Ernie G.
-Sheridan,
10414
5.18
1 556-Burns, J.W.
5.76
6.93
10474-Shriver ,David R.
•
1 732-Campbell, Burton L.
5,76 5972-Ivie, Walter
23.73 10489-Sieting, Robert I,.
_
18.10
.
e••
0
•
Corp.
5973-J.B.J.
8.70
59.17
1745-Campbell,Omer
Kenneth
5.76
ons
6029-Jackson.William A.
104.53
'
1784-Carlson, Russell H.
• 5.18
113506-Siimnons, Kenneth Joe & Roger W. Usher
6034-Jaeger, Merton R.
6.93 10515-Sirrions, Marvin B.
1774-Carpenter, C.O.
5.18
0 •
4,
5.18 6087-Jennings, Austin
'
5.76
1525-Carroll, James E.
36.35
6.35 6089-Jennings, James F.
•
10567-Smitti, Albert J.
8.70
1 868-Cashon, Fred
5.18
6.35 6098-Jwell, James W.
10600-Smith, Edwinna
.
5.76
7.52
-Smith, Herman J.
10621
A.
Donald
6190-Joines,
8.10
1 883-Catet, Walter M.
77 49
69.85
H.
Hiram
-Smith,
10623
59.82 6200-Jones, Alton
1898-Causey,Owen T.
10.30
18.35
10632-Smith, Joe B.
24.15 6201-Jones, Alton
11199-Causey, Raymond
4.87
-Smith,Joe C.
21.62
10634
\
14.25
1921-Chadwick, Jesse R.
6399-Jones, William J.-Prestmer
5.18
7.52 10663.Smith, Norman Dale
1950-Champion, Norman J.
.•
5.46 6406-Jordan,J. Christine
.
5.76
5.76 10665-Smith,011ie Rema
1996-Charlton, T.M.
11.34 6424-Judkins, Bobby
9.87
-Smith, Patsy Ann
10670
21.62
003-Chenoweth, Ftobert P
31.78 6240-Kasjanski, Robert M.
10.73
6.93 10671-Smith, Patsy A.
5-18 6250-Keel,-James
307-Cherry. Gerald D.
6.35
•
Paul
Sgt.
-Smith,
10674
6.76
5.18 6258-Keiley, Edward Hays Jr.
2157-Clemons, Alva R.
10769-Sottile, Michael E.
5.76
4813
•
'
6.93 6262-Keller, Ronald V. '
2186-Cobham,Jan & Brenda
I
6.30
6.93 6330-Kennemore, Marvin
9.87
10840-Spr8dling. Wallaee H.
257-Coleman, John
7.52
8.35
-Stacey, J.C.
$ 9.28 6381-Kirnbrell, Melvin
266-Coleman,red
4.87 10844-Startler, William R. .
5.4 , TURF TOP— In t,rhe
'e for the Ascot season ,s Ohs
5.76 6406-King„Arvelee
9 76 10927
354-Colson, Jean '
.
Hugh
speckled butterfly hat with veil. The creation by Sirnone
James
•
4.58 •
-Stewart,
10984
17.50 6117-King,James R. ,
W. Lonnie
9.81
...,.____
-.—..... — —.....
-4-5I- .r`a'
44fl. Wwltér II.
. 7.37
'
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Derby Sfyie

Kentucky Food
LOUISVILLE, Ky.-Some
eight hours before the strains of
"My Old Kentucky Oeme"
bring racing fans to their feet
beneath the twin spires of
Churchill Downs, thousands of
Kentuckians and their guests
will greet the first Saturday in
May with the traditional Derby
Day Breakfast.
The__Derhy breakfast,, an
observance since the earliest
Run for the Roses, ranges ill
size from the large catered
affairs for hundreds of guests to
smaller brunches and family
• gatherings.
The menus vary, but the
quality is consistent. Tables
abundant with specialities
which have enhanced the fame
of Bluegrass hospitality greet
the visitor in every corner of
Kentucky.
A traditional Derby Day feast
might include country ham and
beaten biscuits,
barbecued
chicken in a paper bag,
asparagus with hollandaise
eggs
sauce.
Kentucky
goldenrod and strawberries in
cream.
Epicurean Henry Craig offers
for
his foolproof method
cooking country ham. Start
with a Kentucky cured ham,
age one to two years. Scrub
thoroughly and soak in cold
water 24 hours to remove salt.

at 500 degrees. Salt and pepper simmering water.
At serving time,shell the eggs
the chicken pieces. Dip each in
the sauce and place pieces in and cut in half. Remove yolk.
the bag. When all are in place, Dice the whites. Have the plates
antique item. You can do a good
over warm and on each arrange
d ghhow
t
ert,edbY thr
eva
repe
ninning
ough yourthe----Pour the remaining sauce
7. them. Carefully close the sack slices of hot buttered toast. Top
-With a double fold and secure with diced egg whites and then
food chopper.
pour cheese _sauce evenly over
clips so
be
may
biscuits
Beaten
each piece ig Ogg. Force the
o
k
Per
lea
utoreruedee
th'tpa
on
wi
-iti
served piping hot or cold, and
egg yolks through a fine sieve,
they keep well in an airtight tin, for 50 minutes. , then cover and directly into the cheese sauce.
longer.
minutes
15
for
roa,st
The cold ham should be sliced
Do not open the bag during Serve immediately.
wafter thin. Put 'em together
With such lavish spreads ofri'
cooking time. Remove chicken
sandwich-style.
Kentucky hospitality, one"
extra
Serve
serving
to
platter.
They say that any Derby feast
wonder now any of the-1•1-in Western Kentucky. is in- sauce in a separate bowl.-- ---fnigM
guests manage to attend the
rich
a
Hard-boiled
eggs,
complete without a generous
running of the Derby.
serving of barbecue. Since the cheese sauce and buttered toast
Without a doubt they do
pit and the spit and the glowing-, _ are the basic ingredients for though, for last year's recoid
Goldenrod.
A
Eggs
Kentucky
coals are.somewhat impractical
attendance was 122,000. That
for mod folks, here's an easy. natural accoinpailiment for the figure may be fatter this yerir:Lham
.beafeiia
ancountry
right
chicken
way to barbecue
biscuits, this dish is a delight to and so may the people.
at home. It's for three pounds of
both eye and palate.
chicken pieces.

Cut hock off and place in large
cooker I use a lard canif you
have one 13ring-to boil- and
cook for one hour.
Remove ham from heat and
wrap in Several layers of
newspaper. Let stand until cold,
approximately 24 hours. Dump
water off and remove skin.
Trim excess fat and score top
and sides in diamond shapes.
For the finishing touch, glaze
with a mixture of brown sugar,
cloves and prepared mustard.
Place in a 500-degree over for
about 20 minutes. Let cool to
-room temperature, Chill in the
refrigerator to await the beaten
biscuits.
Kentucky Beaten Biscuits
6 cups sifted flour
1 teaspoon salt
2 teaspoons baking powder
1 scant cup shortening
(lard preferred)
cup cold milk
Mix all ingredients well and
run through the food chopper
until blisters appear. Cut with
a smail biscuit cutter and prick
with a fork. Bake in moderate
oven about 350 degrees F. from
30 to 40 minutes.
Beaten biscuit dough must
blister and pop to be right. This
tiresome chore was once
accomplished by a handcranked biscuit brake, now an

Chicken Barbecued
In A Paper Bag
3 tablespoons catsup
2 tablespoons vinegar
1 tablespoon lemon juice ,
3 tablessoons brown stior
1 teaspoon salt I teaspoon dry mustard
2 tablespoons Worcestershire
4 tablespoons water
2 tablespoons butter
1 teaspoon chili powder
1 teaspoon paprika
teaspoon cayenne pepper
sauce
the
Combine
ingredients. Grease the inside
of a heavy grocery bag and
place in a roaster. Set the oven

Kentucky Eggs Goldenrod
Daily-Double
Hard boil six eggs and keep
warm in shells. Prepare cheese
GRAND ISLAND, Neb. AP )
sauce as follows:
- Eleven-year-old Joel Wach4 tablespoons butter
alh is $214. richer because he
4 tatflespoons flour
picked up a daily-double ticket
2 cups milk
he spotted among the many dis-"
1 teaspoon salt
I
carded tickets at the Former .
!it
'4 teaspoon pepper
Park race track.
r)E
one and one-third grated or
Joel carried it in his pocket,
finely cut American cheese
for a while before he showed if'
Melt butter in top of a double to his father who had taketi!
boiler and blend in flour until him to the track Saturday anti'
smooth. Gradually add milk. learned the ticket was on the
Stir sauce
constantly until winning combination.
mixture thickens. Add salt and
Joel bought himself a stofg.
pepper, then cheese, heating watch and a small toy and deand stirring until cheese melts. posited the rest of the money in
Keep sauce hot over barely a bank.

Members of Kentucky's Western Waterland, Inc., a tourist promotion group composed of firms
around gentucky Lake and Lake Bartley.have bist.complated,attendinglidaggiugHdpor and
shows in the major cities serving the western portion of Kentucky. During the three month show
circuit, Kentucky's Western Waterland distibuted more than 150,000 copies of its promotional booklet which explains the advantages of a vacation in the area around west Kentucky's two lakes. KWW
worked in conjunction with the Kentucky Department of Public Information in making the 1972
outdoor circuit the most successful in recent years. Record crowds were reported as most of the
outdoor shows across the country. Here, KWW vice-president, L.B. Harper-operator of a camping
resort on Lake Barkley--discusses the western Kentucky area with a potential visitor during the
outdoor shoo in Kansas City. Other 1972 outdoor shows which Kentucky's Western Waterland
members attended were held in Chicago, Cincinnati, Columbus, Cleveland, Detroit, Evansville,
Indianapolis, Memphis, Milwaukee,St. Louis, and Dallas. Rased on interest in the 1972 travel shovis.
the
KWW officials are predicting a record year for tourism in the Kentucky Lake. Land Between
area.
Barkley
Lakes , Lake

Cars don't have to be
mysterious to fair sex
and it was getting hard to find a
Things were very different
service station attendant who
when I took my car into the rewould do more than fill the gas
pair shop yesterday. I have
been taking a class in automo- lank.
I decided to learn about tires,
bile mechanics for women, and
and oil and the radiator and do
I approached the serviceman
---with-aoto-omaLidastna"Grease it," I commanded,_ . So I signed up for one ,of. the
night school classes and found
and waved at him the check list
myself in the auto shop at a
issued by the manufacturer.
high school.
"There's a lot of places been
It wasn't long before I was
eyeing my car engine the same
Warily, he said, "Oh, yes, I
way I first looked at my new
noticed that last time - there
were a lot of places needing it." electric mixer - speculating
on the great possibilities that
Actually, I didn't know much
lay ahead.
of what I was talking about, but
But I started small. I bought
I could read the manua tire pressure gauge. Then I
facturer's check list well
studied the pictures in my car
enough by now to know that
manual on how flat is flat and
some of those nuts and bolts
how round if overinflated. I lothat needed greasing were hard
cated a do-it-yourself service
to get at.
station and began checking the
"And check the loose wires
tires every week.
under the dash," I said casualThen came the oil. I found
ly, "I noticed them when I was
there is nothing to reading an
repairing the line to the
heater."
oil stick and there's nothing to
opening a can of oil and pouring
I felt heady, giddy, full of
it in.
power and confidence. I was
Next was the battery. I distelling a garageman what to
covered that the stuff they put
do!
in with that big syringe is only
"And change the oil," I exdistilled water like you use in a
plained loftily, "I use my own
steam iron. That, I can do myoil. I like the tungsten type. Get
self.
it by the case. It's in the back of
Our instructor told us one of
the car, along with a new oil
the things we could do was get
filter."
the corrosion off the battery.
The garageman looked a litThis mean cleaning with bicartle funny. It had never been like
bonate of soda and greasing the
this before.
terminals with petroleum jelly.
It was only recently that I
For this is needed a mechanic's
had taken up auto mechanics. I
license? My confidence was
was pushed into it because I
building.
had to take care of my own car

Then our instructor introduced us to the engine itself. He
showed us the spark plugs. He
described the distributor cap.
He even pulled it off and we
looked inside. There were the
"points." So that was what the
-hierZyT/1111fing about when he said it
needed "plugs and points!"
The points looked like one of
the simpler attachments for a
sewing machine. He measured
the spark plug gap - with a
wire! Hardly precision to any
woman who takes pride in
fancy needlework.
Back in the classroom, our
insthittor showed US-aittrii on
the cooling system.
Inspired, I purchased $4
worth of cleaner and antifreeze
and went to work. It was a wet
job, but in no way worse than
washing the dog. The only technical aspect was locating the
spigot that lets out the water.
When it was done, I chalked
up in my mind, $20 saved on
flushing the radiator; 810 on the
oil; $5 added to the life of the •
battery, and all that small
change saved going to do-ityourself gas stations.
And I am only halfway
through the class. Just to keep
up my determination, there is
the little game I will play with
the garage mechanic when I
pick up my car.
Casually, I'll pull off the distributor cap and look in.
"Guess it doesn't need points
just yet," I'll say. "Maybe
next time.
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LADIES

JUMP

Pretty shift gowns and baby doll
pajamas of 65/35 Polyester/
Cotton that are wash and wear.
Sanforized and color fast with
Assorted
seams.
reinforced
G M L.
of,,re
Compare at 2.49

Compare at 4.49

LADIES JAMAICA

, Jump suits for the action
:girls. Gals seeking good
fni:4481 i-omiO4iad-eas-y-Gafeare jumping into these suits iiko.
of 70/30 Cotton/nylon.Stretch
,terry striped tank top„ S-M-L
in assorted colors.

I
'

Easy care 70/30 Cotton/
Nylon shorts in assorted
colors with stitch crease.
Sizes 8 to 16.

Keystone
Everflash 10

TAPE PLAYER

TEENS AND WOMENS

Sneakers

SUILT4N ELECTRONIC FLASH

Compare at
49.88

TEENS AND WOMENS,
CRINKLE PATENT HOSTESS

Slipners

DINNERWARE SET

88

Sizes to 10,
red, .vhite, blue.

Colorful sporting stripe trim
on sturdy canvas uppers,
Fully cushioned flower print
innersole, molded gripper outsale:

1

34-PIECE MELAMINE

Advanced design in a high
impact polysterehe cabinet
that fits in any glove compartment. Auto and manual
push button charviel changer.

Model 124010
Compare at 39.88
The amazing camera that
never needs flash cubes.
Makes its own flashes'"
49.88
Model 124020

Unbreakable under
normal use.
Dishwasher safe.
Our Reg. 8.88
nirs ire re

SCOPE

GLEEM II
TOOTHPASTE

Service for 8

Big K Coupon

MOUTHWASH
& GARGLE

12s
KODACOLOR Exposure

5

‘
111 44iC!

• Developed & Printed

150

$249
Reg. 53.47

Compare at
1.49

Slick manmade crinkle patent
uppers open toe and back with
round nickel trim:medium heel,
comfort cushioned innersole.
Sizes to 10.in assorted ccitors.

ISOM

IS

th.it

by Surone

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sundays

Roll

24-oz.
FAMILY SIZE

C
c

Coupon Good Mon., Tues.. &
Wed. April 24th. 25th. & 26th

N a0110110111tfujIIIIJUILL010111

Compare at 1.09

Bel Air Shopping Center
*

Coupon Must Accompany
Order

ACRES OF FREE PARKING *
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

753-8777

BANKAMERICARD
aahNne

1(1,

lilt
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New York Police
face lie tests

I I 01.1

&

MONDAY-APRIL 24, 1972

11%1F S - NIL KHAN', KENTUCKY

AGE NINE

Ifs a man, a woman?
No, a dope smuggler
A S6SISISI24Ipeaking

‘2IEST SaVt
CH. 3
WSIL
6:30 Bewitched
1:00 Special
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
1030 Cavett

revealed as a man at KenLie-detector tests may be was
Airport, New York, by
nedy
policeCity
York
given to New
cutonis inspect= who
women
-, men suspected of corruption,
voluptuous figure
his
found
despite strong opposition from
well-padded with six pounds of
their union.
marijuana.
Tests are used by other police
He arrived from Bogota,
cities.
departments in other
Colombia, under the name IAThe Los Angeles police said: cia Buraglia, but turned out to
The lie detector is a condition be a 19-year-old student from
of employment here."
Bogota.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

bath, EXTRA NICE furnished one
1971'2 HONDA 350. Extended NEW ARMSTRONG truck tires FIVE ROOM house with
bedroom apartment, air conwasher
for
place
heat,
chrome, front forks, custom at wholesale prices. Rated electric
ditioned. Part of utilities furpaint. Excellent condition. Less premium by Bennet Garfield and dryer. Also garden. For
nished. Adjacent to University
_492413611
Phone
family.
small
than -5;000 miles. $800.00 firm.- publication. Good on all wheel.
campus. Next to White Hall.
AMC
after 5:00 p.m.
A26C
Phone 753-3180.
positions. 8.25x20-10 ply, $46.27
$85.00 per month. Couples only.
A26C
plus $6.17 tax. 9.00x29-10 ply, NICE ONE bedroom furnished Phone 7534805:
10.00120-12
tax.
$7.30
plus
$56.32
apartment. Air conditioned,
Country Ham on a Biscuit,
1
ply,$67.91 plus $9.22 tax. 10.00x22- garbage disposal, electlic heat. THREE ROOM apartment, one
$.25 or 4-$.89."Take along a
13 ply, $71.42--plus -$14.22
CH. 29
C/1712.
-R27e dcar- Trum--campus.-- -CouplePhi-me 753-5079. " '
Sackfili.- "Thre-tiiiiin'S
CH II
6
WDXR
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
WSIX`
KFVS
WPSD
preferred. Available May 14th.
Companion."
Natural
6:00 Movie
TFC
4:30 Dr. Locke
6:30 Circus
Kentucky.
6:30 Gr.-Acres
For information phone 7537:27 News
Special
Special
7:00
7:00
7:00 Laugh-in
7934993 Ah. INN
TFC
7:30 Theater 29
EFFICIENCY ROOMS for girls 3264.
7:30 Special
:00 Lucy
:00 Movie
9:35 Weather
USED STEREO, with 2 speakers. for summer and fall semester.
:30 Doris-Day
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:00 Creat. Feat
10:00 Chaparral 9:00 Sonny-Cher
10:30 Tmeight
-.Very good sound, good condition. Private entrance, carpeted,
10:30 Movie
11:00 News
10:00 News
197016' ARISTOCRAT vacation Must sell to meet college ex- central air and heat. Phone 753Clean carpets the
12;00 Sports
Dick-Cavett
11:30
19:30 Movie
trailer. Extra clean. Semi self penses. Phone 753-7812.
A25P 2377.
Save and Safe way with
A24C
contained. Sleeps 6. Many extras.
BLUE LUSTRE
9:00 Psychiatrist
Phone 753-4022 after 6:00
6:00- Sunrise
WESTINGHOUSE UPRIGHT
•
Rent electric
9:30
6-30 Bozo
7:00 Today
Devotions
6.30 Break. Show
A25C vacuum cleaner, converts to 10'x60' MOBILE HOME, two
pm:
9:45 Movie
: Rompor-Rm. 7:00 News
9:00 Dinah
$1.
champooer
preferre.
couple
11:35 The Answer
9:30 Concent.
0:30 Movie
8:00 Kangaroo
canister, full set of attachments. bedrooms,
11:50
HOME
10:00 Sale Cen. 10:30 Bewitched
Sewing
%HAMAN
9:00 Lucy
$90.00 per month. Phone 753-9695
CITIZEN BAND radios-2 way Like new,$50.00. Phone 75311:00 Password
12:00 Gourmet
10:30 Squares
9:30 My 3 Sons
& AUTO
A29P
LaFayette 23 channel, Mobile 5718.
11:00 Jeopardy 11:00 Bewitched
A28C after 6:00p.m.
10:00 Fam. Affair 12:30 3 on a Match
1:00 News
11:30 Who-Where 11:30 Flipper
base station 11
10:30 Love-Life
LaFayette
11:55 News
12:00 My Child
11:00 Where Heart 1:03 Movie Game
channel, Courier Mobile 23 TRACTOR HARROW, 12' wide. HOUSE TRAILER, 10'x55', three 12'x60' MOBILE HOME, com1:30 Movie
12:00 Child-Me 12:30 Make-Deal 11:25 News
Newlyweds
A24C Phone 435-5425.
3:00 munsters
Too
1:00
channel. Phone 753-9240.
11:30 Search
A25C miles from Murray. Phone 753- pletely furnished, carpet, washer
12:30 News
1:30 Dating
Pic- 3:30 Fury
12:00 Farm
A26C and dryer, air conditioned, 41
7856 or 753-6231.
4:00 Bozo
12:45PastorSpea 2:00 Gen. HOSP.
12:05 News
12'x50' TWO BEDROM 1968
2:30 One Life
located on shady lot, on Highway
1:00 Our Lives
12;30 World Turns 5:00 Superman
3:00 PasswOrd
1:30 Doctors
Many 5:30 McHales
washer, new air ONE RED belly Ford tractor, 52
new
1:00 Love
trailer,
280, one mile off 94 East, three
2:00 Anoth World 3:30 Love Am.
For Rent
1:30 Guiding Light 5:57 News
•
conditioner, underpenning. model or one Jubilee Ford
miles from Murray. Phone 753. -4
2:30 Peyton Pl. 4:00 Jeannie
:00 Secret Storm 6:00 Carnival
100'
by
wide
4:30 Green Acres ;A Edge
Night 6:30 Theatre-29
A24C
3:00_Sorherset
$3,200. Will sell for $2,800 without Tractor,53 model. Also Charolias Nice building 20'
5038.
5:00 News
deep available for sub-lease in
3:30 Calendar
3:00 Gomer Pyle 8:30 Ayengers
washer.
and
conditioner
air
435Phone
10
old.
bull,
months
3:35 Popeye
Collie 9:30 Crest. Feat.
6:00 Andy Grit 3:30 Jeff's
Central Shopping Center on
A24C 4383 after 5:00 p.m.
Phone 753-8657.
4 : 00 Big
10:00 News
A25C
4:30 Mod-Squad
4:00 Gilligan
Hwy. 641 North Interested
BEDROOM, two
THREE
10:30 Theatre
4:30 Dan Boone 7:30 Movie
5:00 Hazel
party.,. _,Fttoue 753-5865
4:40 Welby.. -- 5:30 News • • s
:- betiwoonirhilly earpeied-tanehr,
10-00 Chaparral 6:00 News
6:30 4 Kings
MOBILE HOME Ands, single,
to
Available
Hamilton.
1626
a
on
Tenderloin
Pork
Campbell
6:30
7:30 Special
11:00 News
double and triple with springs,
7:30 Hawaii S-0
11:30 Cavett
8:30 Nichols
mobile qualified person. Interested in
Biscuit, $.25 or 4-1.89.
TWO FURNISHED
electric brakes, wheels and 8'x10'
9:00 Primary
8:30 Cannon
sackful."
"Take
a
apart- managing lower level which will
along
bedroom
two
one
homes,
TBA
9:30
10:00 News
ply tires. See or call at Riviera
sale, house 12 college students. Rent
10:00 News
Natural
10:30 Tonight
"Fisherman's
for
trailer
small
ment. Also
A26C
Courts,753-3280.
A24C negotiable. Write Mrs. Joe 'Companion."
$700.00. Phone 489-2595.
Benson, 1206 Belleforte, Oak-4116753-4953
NEW IDEA,front end loader, fits
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished Park,Ill. 60302 or phone (312) 3835000 Ford Tractor. Practically 1972 HONDA 350 Cc, gold with apartment, one couple or couple 9264.
May9C .
new. Phone 753-5959 after 6:00 black and white trim. Excellent with small child. Phone 753-7486
p.m.
A24P condition. Phone 753-6971. A25P or see at 16161z Loch LomonUNIVERSITY MEN; the lower
A24C level of an apartment building
d.
1970 NAUtALINE 34' houseboat.
will be available to 12 students
ATTENTION: WHITE Cold
225 Chrysler with Chrysler
water bank gravel,$6.00 per load. UPSTAIRS THREE room fur- beginning of summer session.
outdrive motor, all electric, 6.5
includes i-Pir
Phone 753-5343 or see Rudell nished apartment, private bath $40.00 per student,
KW generator. Sleeps 8, fully
water,
Bogard 1634 Miller Avenue. and entrance. Available April 24. conditioning, heat,
equipped; used less than 100
Phone 753-3748 or 753-5351. A24P electricity, kitchen facilities,
Delivered anywhere ink
s.Phone_753-437.0or 753.entrance _ and. nuking,
Murray.
4843.
A24C
16261.2 Hamilton. If rented to a
club, president or manager, rent
1971 YAMAHA 650 motorcycle.
Ti-iAT'S WI-1AT1971 ARIENS Riding dower,
will be negotible. Phone Mr.
Excellent condition. Phone 753! JUST CAME IN
used one Summer. Electric start, 8761.
Alexander,753-3827 in p.m. for an
( TO TELL YOU
A24C
appointment, or contact Mrs. Joe
32" blade. Excellent condition,
A24P USED MOWERS: Two 19 inch
$375.00. Phone 753-4136.
Benson, 1206 Belleforte, Oak
Park, Ill. 60302, or phone ( 312)
and one 22 inch. Bilbrey's, 210
383--9264-tri p.m.
MaY9C
st Main.
A24C
ASONIC-- CAR stereo vn

TV Schedule for Monday Evening *
I* Ledger & Times
ck. 5
I
cH
CH- 4
WSM

Vnlifekif
6:30 WI

6:30 Dragnet
7:00 Laugh-in
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

7:00 Special
:00 Lucy
:30 Doris-Day
:00 Sonny-Cher
TO:00 News
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie

FS

we E
See

:

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Tuesday
6:00 RalphEmerv '-:4S Journal
8:30 LaLanne
6:00 News
7;00 Today
AM
9:00 The Hour
6:30 N'Ville
9:00 Dinah's
Korn.
10:00 USDA
9:30Concentratiori 7:55 Kitt.
Kangaroo
8:00
10:30 Bewitched
10:00Sale-Century
9:00 Tell-Truth
11:00 Password
10:30 Squares
9:30 T or C
11:30 Split-Second
11:00Jeopardy
Child.
11:30 Who-Where 10:00 Fam. Affair
12:00 My
11:SS News
10:30 Love of Life
12:30 Make-Deal
12:00 Noon Show 11:00 Heart Is
1:00 Newlyweds
1:00
Lives
Our
11:30 Search
1:30 Dating
1:30 Doctors
12:00 Singing Con.
2:00 Gen. Hosp.
12:25 News
2:00 Another
2:30 One Life
12:30 World TOrlISS
World
3:00 Love Am.
Bright
2:30
I:00 Love Is
Matinee
3:30
Promise
1:30 Guiding Light
5:00 Cluth Car.
Bunny
3:00 Bugs
2:00 Secret Storm
6:00 News
3:1S Movie
3430 Edge of Night
6:30 Mod-Squad
5:25 Weather
3:00 Gamer Pyle
7:30 Movie
5:30 News
3:30 Gilligan
•:0 0 MarcusNews
4:00
4:00 Movie
Welby
Special
110:00 NewS _,
_ 6:30
10 - 30 Dick-Cavett '7!Slr-SPeeet'•
II:30 Nichols
7:30 Hawaii 5-0
9:30 Primaries
8:30 Cannon
10:00 News
9:30 Woods-Waters
10:30 Tonight
10:00-News
10:30 P.-Mason
11:30 Movie

BLONDIE

RentA New
Blue Luster
SHAMPOOER

laac 4•14

IHE_PHANTOM
Al WEN -- A RUZZLEP
AWANTOM WATCHES .4
,setwe FAR AWAY AT SEA.

YOU HAVE AL
MESSAGE

FIRE BOMB! CAN YOU
IMAGINE IF THEY DROP
ONE ON US!?
I DON'T
WANT TO
IMAGINE
THAT!

ABOUT OUR
TANKER? WHO

ARE Y01
=1>

•

JUST THIS ..
WE WANT A
MILLION

\I

Cl/

SMALL BILLS
W ONE 140LIP!

BEATLE BAILEY
6A17.6E
16 &ORE

REDUCE SAFE & fast with
GoBese Tablets & E-Vap -water
pills" Holland Drug Store, 109
A26P
South 4th.,

ASOUT TNE
BONE

NANCY
MAY I USE
SOME OF
YOUR LIQUID
BATH SOAP 2

NOW
YOU TELL
ME

or 4-1.89. "Take along a
sackful."
"Fisherman's.
Natural Companion."
753-4953
.s& INN

NEW PLYMOUTH garden
TWO ROOM air conditioner.
tillers,5 H.P. Briggs and Stratton
Good condition. Phone 753engine with forward and reverse
A26C
8938.
5139.95 Roby Sales, Highway 68,
THE PROVEN carpet cleaner Benton, Kentucky, phone 527TFC
3368.
Blue Lustre is easy on the
budget. Restores forgotten
colors. Rent;electric shampooer -- 1NN4S. -SS & XB Restaurant
$1. Big K. Belaire Shopping guest checks, sold 'at cost, $10.00
A29C per case ( 100 books I. Sold in case
Center.
lots only. Ledger & Times Office
Supply, 103 North 4th Street. ¶FNC

Hawaii construction
boom continuing

•LIL' ABNER
HAVE FAITH IN TH'
TASTE 0'TH'
PUINLIC,SON rf
THEY WON'T Roisf
NO'TENSHUN TO

VULAAROLLA!!

sAses HERE TH'
AH GOT
'VULGARILLA 51.10W'
ANEW )GOT TWICE THE
VULGARILLA
AUDIENCE 0"'MAR(US
MASK WELEW"AN'130KIANZA" IT'S GOT
COMDINIEPP
BAD
BREATH.

AH GOT A VULGARIL L A

DOLL. NIO' WIND IT UP AN'IT SAYS;
&UM PTH IN'
E.MBARRASSIN'-

IT'S TH'11r.v./Th
VULGARILLA
JOKE bOOK!!•TAI T FIT FOR
MAN NOR BEA`,T.'.'

V-4!'
...4 r

sq.

Iklitt.t
,
411110Zv...

' ' ,4..,.,
It

C21ca,

Since 1960, the total dollar
value of construction completed in Hawaii has increased
115 per cent to a level of $783
million in 1970, equivalent to 19
per cent of the gross state product.
During the same period, the
national construction total increased by 70 per cent to $91
billion - which is equivalent to
9.3 per cent of eie gross national product.
,
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tfausage oka Biscuit, 1.25

1971 HOLLY PARK 12'x65'
mobile home,unfurnished. Phone
days 762-6280, nights: 753-9274. REFRIGERATOR, $25.00. 9,700
See at8 Riviera Courts. Mayl9NC BTU Fedders air conditioner,
140.00. Old boy's bicycle.- 26".
HONDA 100,motorcycle, just like $10.00. Phone 753-7228 afternoon
new, only 900 miles. Sell and evening only.
A25C
reasonable. Phone 753-5807 A26C

OH I FORGOT 70
TELL YOU -DON'T
USE MORE THAN A
FEW DROPS --IT'S
VERY
STRONG

WESTEM: AUTO
Home of
The Wishing Well

11111-1EX ON-Ilitonroe Five.room....)
and! bath, central heat and air,
carpet throughout, extra large
master bedroom, range. Days
ne 753-3648 or 753-6202 after FENCE SALE at Sears. Call ONE BLACK and white used
5:00 p.m.
TFC
Sears for all your fencing needs. Philco 19" TV plus brand new
•
FURNISHED ONE bedroom
Chain link-Redwood and Farm Super 18" black and white Adconditioned, one FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
air
apartment,
A24P
miral.
Phone
753-3843.
Expert
sale.
Fences. Now on
block from campus. Couples or living room, kitchen, bathroom,.
installation available. Call Larry
singles only. Available May 1st. with shower and bath. One or two.
1970
WHIRLPOOL
Washer
and
753estimate,
free
for
Lyles
May 1 gas dryer. Excellent condition Also new two bedroom furnished bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart2310.
and complete set of Stroll-CI- duplex, central heat and air ments, South linit Street. Phone
ONE iNSIDE door; and two Ohair baby furniture and crib- conditioned, carpeted. Available 753.4809.
A28C753-9135 or 753lavatories. See at the Ledger & youth bed combination. Must sell. May 12. Phone
.
TFC
Times office, 103 North 4th Moving. Phone 753-6107
A27P 4478
AVAILABLE MAY 15th. Two
TFNC
Street.
FULLY FURNISHED apart- bedroom apartment, central air
BELTONE FACTORY fresh AIR CONDITIONER truck load ment, couple preferred. $90.00 conditioning. Wall to wall carpet.
hearing aid batteries for all make sale, while they last. Thomas A. per month, rent and utilities. 1641 Best location. Phone 753A24C 4331.
May 10C
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. A26C Edison. 10,000 BTU, $161.88. Miller Ave.,753-1775.
17,000 BTU, 1186.88. 20,000 BTU,
REMOVE CARPET paths and $221.88. 23,000 BTU, $241.88.
POW PC11111S si
spots; fluff beaten down nap with 26,000 BTU, $261.88. Roby Sales,
Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer $1. Highway 68, Benton, KenMay1C
Begley Drug Store, Central tucky.
A29C
Shopping Center.

adaptor. Value $185.00. For PAID.UP membership in Hear).Calloway Recreatijin
club,
$125.00. Phone Bruce,753A24C
9251.
A25C $180.00. Phone 753-7292.

REDU
proper
roc
basem
redeco
now.

,1971 SCHUI.T MOBILE home,
12'x65', Early American decor.
Two bedrooms, utility room, Will
sell cheap or take over payments.
Phone 435-5852 or 435-5851. A25C
'CRAFTSMAN 10- Bench saw,
like new. Used just a few hours.
Phone 753-7948.
A25P
THREE PIECE lime Oak
bedroom suite with matching
!zinc cedar chest Phone 4892644.
A24C
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TRE- LEDGER & TIMES- MURRAY, KENTUCKY

AGE NINE

FOR rmEACTION
YOU WIWI

ished one
air contitles furUniversity
Ihite Hill.
uples only.
A26C

tment, one
s.- -CoupleMay 14th.
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Another View
'UNEMPLOYMENT
• REGISTRAR

tiL

No need to wait until the weekend ... we'll show you our property all
week long. While others run weekend specials, we run week long specials!

PART-TIME

CURB WAITRESSES
WANTED

See us about the following listings that interest you Ind we'll let you see it at your convenience.

Days and Nights

Triangle Inn
753-4953

1

1ME, cornpet, washer
mditioned, 4
m Highway
East, three
Phone 753..4
A24C

OM, two
ieted-reneh,
'enable to
iterested in
rl which will
idents. Rent
Mrs. Joe
!forte, Oak
rie (312) 383May9C

; the lower
et building
12 students
ler session.
',eludes listr

it, water,
.1 facilities,

D& parking.
rented to a
anager, rent
Phone Mr.
n p.m. for an
act Mrs. Joe
eforte, Oak
*one (312)
MaY9C

.Five room
at and air. :1
extra large
ange. Days
3-6202 after TFC.

kwrmENTs,
bathroom,
1. One or two
man Apart-treet. Phone
AVIC
15th. Two
, central air
wall carpet.
753May 10C

_
REDUCED TO SELL- OWNER HAS PURCHASED other
property and needs his equity. This fine older home has six
bedrooms, dining room, breakfast nook, living room, pert
basement, garage, and large shady lot. Needs a little
redecorating but nothing major. It can nearly be stolen right
now.

APARTMENT
INCOME PROPERTY SUPERB - THIS
for each.
house has 5 apartments in all with private baths
inmonthly
Total
four.
haVe
-some
rooms,
Some have three
price ofonly
come $434. Furnishings are included for the full
$21,500. (that ain't no mistake, $21,500.)

HAVE HERE. It has
OUR 13ED1104."=41'
11--a,s,..114UTIKUusziaaturey_WE
EXTRA SHAR
- Areesareimffet
75,
an extra goad,extrx nice,extraardina
beautiful decorations, carpeting, central heat and air, builthouse. Included is, the refrigerator and range *hich are
in appliances, two baths, den, pella windows, and many other
/mut,new, air conditioner, and other extras. There is also
extra in a luxurious house.
thirty acres of land. It's all priced at what the house alone
cost today at only $20,000.
should
bedroom,
E
Till
ON
TRANSF
intercom,
two
INEXPENSIVE BUT GREAT TO LIVE IN -We have at this
ri
on.
drapes
time TWO houses for less than $8,600 each. One has three
bedrooms, the other two finished and room for two more
with
brick
NEAT -THIS THREE BEDROOM
.
EXTRA
are good buys and possession is yours with deed.
They
central heat and air, built-in range, living room, family
full
the
and
carpeting
Has
baths.
Po:
room,huge utility room,
TRY THIS ONE, WE THINK YOU'LL LIKE IT!! TWO
price is only $24,500.
bedrooms, living room, enclosed . garage, large utility,
closet space, and a large lot located near M:S.U.
tremendous
smalL
Has
B
OO
I:
Er5L
GOOD
lot.
ood sized
arpe
famil
HOW ABOUT IT? 12 ACRES OF LAND PLUS 30 lake lots,
This
owner lives away and doesn't have time to sell the lots
he is -saetiking this- entire_ package ier_only
-QUIETESTSIE1IY11I ruvviv --This-- LOCATEDON
$15,600.
2
11,
Has
town.
in
sharpest
orthe
one
is
bnèk
three bedroom
baths, carpeting, built-in appliances, landscaping, paved
illorsN,
it
is this place n
A.GREtJSE
drive, brand new carpet, clothes washer and dryer,
is priced to
It
located
refrigerator and Pe most closets in town. Walking distance
,500.
sell at
of M.S.U.
TRYING TO START HOUSEKEEPING? This place is for
EXCELLENT INVESTMENT AT LOW INTEREST-RATE.
you. Has two bedrooms, living room, kitchen, bath, utiliO,
for
ideal
or
livable,
This 135 acres has a house, which is
-r willsell
mid atiorgv
wiekend I-etre/ft, lots of pine trees plus other tifift
it's worth. The full price for, the house ogly
what
of
fraction
whole
the
abdut
thing
eet
the-sw
and
,
will soon be marketable
$7,850.
thing is the owner will finance at only 6 per cent intereit for
$16,000.
.-price
Full
years.
10
GO TO WORK FOR YOURSELF - We have two business
opportunities which will allow you the pleasure of being your
EDROOM
ED THIS F
CO
NEWLY
boss for a small investment. Both have living quarters
own
town. The
an acre
HOUSE
available and both are making good money now. Call us
carport
rea,
house
about them and we'll be glad to go over the books with you.
to se
as.
and o
•

ne salesmen to serve you-.-We-witl make sure
Robert -Realty has/We fullItyou can see what you want at your,convenierFe. Roberts Realty is a member
of The Multiple Listing Service. If you have'prop-erlY fo-r .S61-6,Iet the
people who have the experience help you sell it. Roberts Realty is not a
n years
new get rich quick company, we have been in business for eightee
and our good name comes from the years of good, honest, ethical service
to the public.

SERVICES OFFERED

Termites
Eat Your Home

Protect Your Home!

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

100s.

cInn-

continent
ibbr )
omen
hum+, bench
lumber
lear
'ronoun
reposition
twice

TIRED OF Carpools, cramped
quarters or allergies?? This
home has four bedrooms, each
one is 15'x15 with beautiful
hardwood floors, carpeted living
room with dining area. Large
family room and kitchen. In
walking distance to schools and
University. Located at 1623 Loch
Lomond Drive. Phone 753-6557 for
A24C
appointment.

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES .
- DIRECT SERVICE -

NOTICE

LOUISVILLE, KY.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Ph. 637-2778
Ph. 525-1415
Ph. 256-5847
Ph. 436-5332

BULLDOZER WORK,•trucking,
also bank-gravel, fill dirt and 1965 CHEVY II Nova SS
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8569, automatic with 350 cubic inch
354-8138, or 354-8161 after 6:00 motor. Phone 753-8288 after 400
p.m.
TFC„.,p.m. or see Sherrill Hicks. A25P

Hoyt Roberts - 753-3924

BY OWNER: Three bedroom
brick on well landscaped lot, 1617
Kirkwood. Large living-dining
room. Spacious kitchen with
built-in oven, range and dishwasher. Carpeted throughout.
Utility and carport. Phone 753A27('
9331.

•

BUY THE BEST!! ..

TOWERS
ROHN TV
DIPPED GALVANIZED

DOUBLE
Heavy Duty Rotors 129.95 with sale of tower
- CHECK OUR PRICES -

TV Service Center

Bill Page - 753-3672

ffilnn
ENJOY THE Summer in this
beautiful air conditioned three
bedroom ranch in Gatesboro
Estates. Central heat_ and air,
three large bedrooms, two full
baths, large kitchen with eat in
area, den, formal living and
dining room, carpeting, electric
garage door, dishwahser and
A25C
disposal. Phone 753-87)3.

NOTICE

WILL MOW yards all_Summer.
CENTRAL Shopping Center
1963 FALCON 4 speed, excellent
Phone 753-6927 before 10:00 am.
sell at
to
Willing
Condition.
A24C
Phone 753-5865
Call 753-1651
a- after 5:00 p.m.
reasonable price, but must -sell.
A26P
767-2032.
'Phone
El.i l'ROLUX SALES dr Set.
.HIGHK AY 641 Pet Shop. Fish
FOR ALL your home additions
vices, Box 213, Murray. Ky., C.M.
alterations, remodeling, etc. 1960 FORD FALCON, white, four and supplies, AKC puppies, Tiny Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far.
c
r
4
a
c2
A
Toy Poodles, Irish Setter,
door, 6 cylinder. Two owner
Free Estimates. Phone 753Fr
TFC
mington, Kentucky.
TFC Phone 753-4501.
Cockers, Eskimo, Spitz. 7 miles
6123.
North of Murray, Kentucky,
NICE THREE bedroom brick.
phone 753-1862 or 753-9457. April
needs
tile
ceramic
loan,
FOR
YOUR
$2500.00 equity and assume
Good 24C
1960
FA',CON •
less'than 10 years to pay. Phone and sheetrock finishing. Phone
A24C mechanically, $95.00. Phone 753
TFC 7534516 after 5:00 p.m.
492-8264.
A24C
8168.
For Complete Hospital or
two
IN LAKEWAY Shores,
and 1971 DATSUN 240Z-Silver, 4
PLOWING
GARDEN
Cancer! Insurance
paneled discing, Also Bushhogging. Call
house,
bedroom
speed, AC tape, FM stereo, Mag
Coverage ('all...
basement. sts,soiroo. Phone 436- now for appointment. Knight's wheels., 9,000 miles. Phone 753A25C' Shop,
5331.
TFC
A24C
753-4035.
9240.
GOLAN C. HAYS, Agent

TWO WATERFRONT lots, at
WANTED TO RENT
Panorama Shores. For further
A REAL BARGAIN for quick information phone 436WANT TO RENT Three bedroom
A24NC home by First of June. District
MUST SEE to appreciate sales, a real nice four bedroom 2289.
Beautiful 3 bedroom brick home, brick house. Large den, two
manager being transferred to
Camelot Addition, 2 baths, baths, large living and dining
Murray. Write Jerry Thomas, 310
carpeting, area, walk in. closets, dish•, central heat and air,
bedroom Crosby Drive, Gray Soninnt,
three
OWNER,
•
BY
dishwasher, washer, carpet throughout. A
A241'
, built-in stove and
brick, paneled family room, Mo.,63039.
formal dining room, terraced' real nice neighborhood. Phone large lot, near schools and
A28C
patio,2 car garage, large storage 753-1275. a'
COUPLF: WANTS to rent parshopping $19,000.00. Call 753A284
,area. Call 753-9556.
A24P tially furnished farm house.
•
6658.
A24P
Phone 767-37547
bedroom,
• BY OWNER: Three
THREE'BEDROOM house with
LOST & FOUND
large family room, living room, carpet throughout, carport, KENIANA SHORES $10.00 down
baths,
1%
room,
kitchen-dining
and $10.00 per month will buy a FOUND PERSIAN cat, yelio‘%. in
20'x12'
two
shop,
trailer
spaces.
t tie_ethava
z
ir
gis
rjcarport. ti;o
lit gtim
agre3..3:3KOZIKISKSOU. 1114 large lot with lake assess. All li.,40,44...x„„a irr. .1)11111
büfl tig
including.% wa-ler Owner please phone 753on 641. $22,500.00. Phone iiTffiie
Murray
central heat and air. Phone 753- 753-9908.
.
A24C
6-5320, M131,3018•_
available. Phone 43
A2aC
TFC
9658

i

elley's Termite •
Pest Control

AUTOS FOR SALE

-505 Main Street
l•

Spiders

APPLICATIONS STILL being SPRING HAS sprung! The
taken for instructors at Murray weather's great-so get out of the
Vocational School. One instructor house, start earning money as an
in each of the following 4 areas; Avon Representative. Discover auto mechanic, auto body repair, how easy it is to sell Avon
.carpentry, _appliance ra,pair. productsla friendly people 44„,
Minimum qualifications-High collect 365-9424 before 8:30 a.m.School or G.E.D. plus 3 years or write Mrs. Janet Kunielt,
Do not *deceived! Termites wort 24 hours a
Journayman experience in field. Mgr., Route 2 Box 136-A, Prin- "
One custodian. Phone 753-1870 or ceton, Ky.42445.
A22C
day the 'year round...Winter and Summer.
pick up application at Vocational
Office, Murray High School.
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
Applications will be accepted
TER on
A27C WANTED BABY-SIT
until April 28, 1972
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"
Weeke-Ein my home. Must have
on ,Phone" 75:C
WANTED SOMEONE to keep own transportati
A21C
9719.
home.
their
in
person
elderly
With references. phone 753A24C NURSES AIDES: will train-ages
8046.
35-66-11:00p.m. to 7:00 a.m. shift.
13th Street
Murray,
'
SALESMEN IF you are working Phone Meadowview Retirement
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
A24C
Home,345-2116.
in
see
$15,000
cannot
and
hard
Home Owned and °periled Over 20 Years
your present position in the near
TER for
v. Licensed by State of Kentucky
•future, we offer an initial three- WANTED BABY-SIT
evenings. Phone 753-3461 before (,)
plan.
commision
Commerce
and
of
salary
Chamber
,ear
i/ Member
Starting salary up to $750.00 12.00 noin
straight commissions.
INTERIOR, EXTERIOR PIANO toning-repair-rebuilding. leading to
AVON REPRESENTATIVES
and on-thepainting; any size job. All work Prompt expert service. 15 years Plus fringe benefits'
extra cash for spring
earn
Contact Forrest
guaranteed. Use _first quality experience.. Ben W. Dyer, job training.
new clothes,
decorating,
443-8765
Ky.
Paducah,
Mover,
paint. Free estimate. Call Steve Mayfield, Kentucky, phone 247summer vacations. You can, tool
A24C
p.m.
10:30
to
Apri126C weekdays,9:00
TFC 8072.
Todd,753-8495.
It's'easy - and fun, selling Avon
products in your free hours. Call:
work
SURVEY
NE
"TELEPHO
collect 365-9424 before 8:30 a.m.
e
in your own home. Approximat or write Mrs. Janet Kunick,
earnings, $75.4100. per week. Mgr.. Route 2 Box 136-A,
Phone Beltone,Paducah 4434594 Princeton, Ky.
42445.
A26C
A26C
for information."

Buying - Selling - Appraising - Managing

Ray Roberts - 753-5583

VON
11-a
.
101 1- Roaches
Carry-Germs

* Member of Multiple Listing *
fay s Pkizzle

74.0.0e, low

•1172 low Uptod
•

IITHE uNEmPLoYMENT SITUATION MUST
BE IMPROVING. THIS MORNING I MS
RANI,"

WE ALWAYS NEED GOOD LISTINGS!

WHEN IT COMES TO REAL ESTATE .
SEE

-

••••

4-24

1 WANTED _ EXPERIENCED;
.
YOUNG MAN to operate dish
machine and do general kitchen Welder. Apply in person to Five:.
TFC:
work, 4 to 5 hours nightly. Ex' Points Welding Shop.
perience preferred. No phone
c calls. Apply Colonial House "INTERVIEWERS -WANTED 1:
Smorgasbord.
ANC for -part time telephpne survey
work. Not a selling job. Give;
WANTED FLOOR Lady or phone number and state if
foreman for a knit shirt factory. private or party line. Airmail;Must know how to instruct and letter including education, work T I assume responsibility. Phone experience and names of collect 502-443-6493, Paducah „yeferences to: Overnight Surveys .
A24C Department, AmericaiiResiirAy
Shirt Company.
'Bureau, 4320 Anunendale
Beltsville, Maryland 20705./Aii9C:!'
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
COMPANY
INSURANCE
needs a mearldie.rdeeireerte.
urroisi
make $10,000 a year. Our sales represent4liVe for large ,
specialized marketing of life company, specializing in life
insurance provides a real accident, health and group 4
career opportunity in the insurance-. Slary up to $650,90 per nr
college division. During our morithio start. Future earnings;
initial training period a full lizrfited only by skilland ability..
salary of $160.00 per week. Thorough training locally. Sendi
Plus commissions are paid. , brief resume to P. 0. Box 32-E, :
Coidact41111 Baird, MOsKer- Murray, Kentutky.
Tue. at the Holiday. Inn

STARKS
HARDWARE

con- 1967 MGB, EXCELLENT conAIR
AUTOMOTIVE,
ditioning, rebuilt compressors, dition. Has been taken care of.
Freon. R. C. Evans-Garage, 400 Phone 753-8900 between 9:00 and
A24P
North 4th Street. Phone 753-6976 10:00p.m.
or 474-2748.
May22P
WANT TO BUY
WILL WASH windows in
businesses or homes. Phone 753- WANT TO BUY Girl's bicycle,
A26I'
8161.
26" in good condition. Phone 7536030 after 5:00 p.m.
TFNC
FOR SALE OR RENT
- THREE BEDROOM brick house wAwrro BUY,March 17 copies
near University, air conditioned,. of Ledger & Times. Pleate bring
4,01,1111 sArlattes_l. ...Outside byoffictUflorth
"771.
storage. If interested phorie
TENC
please.
A24C phone chlls
6645

Pyramid Life

Opens 7 a.m.
12th & Poplar Street

Insurance Co.
Phone 753-1976

EXPERT SEWING
MACHINE SERVICE
We pick up & deliver
Discount Sewing &
Slifer Center*".""""Williir
akenty

FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC

HOMELITE SAWS
Waldrop Saw &
Lock Shop
207. S 7th
JACKIE- IX) 1 have to take the
-1,aeht'1e-4he-- liedA27C •
An.
Geranium'

4

THE LEDGER & TIMES

Injured Persons

Linger ...

(Continued from Pagiir - — Treated,
exceptional service to his
community.
In recognition of his
achievements as an educator,
Dr. Lunger was awarded a
Danforth
Foundation shortterm leave grant for college and
university_ adininistrators in
1969.
Formerly a member of the
Governor's Commission on
Higher Education in Kentucky
and for six years chairman of
the Kentucky Selection Committee for Rhodes Scholarships,
Dr. Lunger, has also served as
president of the Annual Conference
of Church-Related
Colleges of the South and is a
member of the Commission on
Religion in Higher Education of
the Association of American
Colleges.
He was honored Hi 1961 by the
Lexington --chapter of the
National
Conference
of
Christians and Jews as the
city's
"Distinghished
Brotherhood Citizen."
Dr. Lunger, whose name is
included in several professional
and honorary biographical
listings, earned the B.A. degree
magna cum laude at Bethany
College and the M.A., B.D., and
Ph. D degrees at the University
of Chicago. He has also studied
the..University ailduaicit itt
Gàinañy
For his educational and
humanitarian efforts, Dr.
Lunger, has been awarded the
honorary Doctor of Literature
degree by Bethany College and
the Doctor of Humane Letters
degree by the University of
Alabama.

Two persons, injured, in
accidents, were treated at the
emergency room of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital on
Friday and Sunday, according
to the list released this morning
by officials at the hospital.
Donnie Birdson, age 11_4_
Almo Route One was treated
for an injury of the neck at 9:35
p.m. Friday after being injured
in an automobile accident.
Sunday, Elizabeth Orr of
Hazel Route One, reported hurt
in an automobile accident, was
treated for an injury of the
chest.

Seen & Heard . . .
Continued from Page I)
wish them well and extend our
congratulations to them.
We also had to miss the open
house at the new University
Branch of the Bank of Murray.
We went through about a month
ago however when James
Thurmond showed us through.
We know the folks at the bank
are proud of this new facility
and they have every right to be.
Edwin Cain built it.
We got some little license
plates through the mail which
you are supposed to put on your
car key chain and send in a
donation to a veterans
organization. The license plates
were not the correct numbers so
we put them all in the round file.
Hooray for us, we got the y-ird
mowed over the weekend and
all trimmed too.

Science Fair ...
(Caatiased from Page 1)
place winners at each level of
individual and group competition in each of the science
catxeo,ies.
New Concord Elementary
took third place in the Earth
Sciences category, Junior High
group division. In
the
elementary individual division,
Elizabeth Ann Clark was third.
Miss Clark is a
student at
Murray University School.
In The Earth Sciences,
elementary group division,
Murray University School took
first and third places.
Quentin Fannin took first
place in the Senior Individual
Biology Division. Fannin is a
student at Calloway County
High School. Calloway also
placed third in the Biology
Greup-diviaion..
Kelly SealP and Gray Fox,
Murray Middle School, placed
third in the Junior High Group
Biology division. Jerome
Higginbotham from the Middle
School placed second in the
Elementary Individual Biology
division, and Jeff Wyatt, New
Concord placed third in that
division.
Murray University School
placed first and Murray Middle
School placed second in the
Biology, Elementary Group,
division. Farmington also
placed third in that category.
Tom Shupe ranked first in the
Junior High Individual Physics
division for Murray Middle
School. Second place went to
Deanna McMillian of the Middle
School.
In the Junior High Group
Physics category, New Concord
took both second and third
places. In the elementary
physics individual category,
Jeff Reed of University School
placed first, Ashley Smock of
the same school placed second
and Lane Bridwell of the Middle
School took third place.
In the elementary group
physics division, Murray
Middle School was first and the
University School was second.
The University School also took
first and second places in the
Elementary
Group
Mathematics.
Robin:Mark Farley, Murray
University School. placed first
in the elementary individual
chemistry category, while
Mark Cunningham of the same
school placed second, also.
Rounding out the local winners was Tony Wayne Adams
and the group from Murray
Middle School with the winning
entry in the Elementary group
Physics division.

STEAMER TORPEDOED
There were 80 casualties
when the Channel steamer Sus
sex was torpedoed on Mar 24.
1916
MAC MAL MASSACRE
On Mar 26, 1953, Mau Maus
massacred 71 tribesmen who
had remit-Med loyal te-the colonial government

Hospital

We enjoyed just sitting out in
the yard over the weekend just
looking at things.

Simulated . . .
(Cautioned from Page 11
and Henry Vic, Coordinators
from the University of Kentucky, Livingston Campbell and
Brenda Young, Civil Defense,
Area I, Hopkinsville, and Dan
Miller, Calloway County
-Dieeetar.
American Red Cross officials
were Robert Moyer, Chapter
Chairman Jean Blankership,
Chapter Executive, Kathryn
Glover, Chairman of Volunteers, Ann Hays, Director,
Marilyn Forrest, Safety Services, and Charlotte Chilcutt,
student field worker.
Alqn partcipating_WemPcn
Alley, Tappan; Bill Barker,
City Electric; James Broon,
Dale Spann, Clyde Steele,
Maurice Wilson, Law Enforcement; Max Dowdy, Jackie
Cooper, Don Newberry, Wade
Roberts, James Johnson,
Morris "Prescott, John X.
Garland,
and
James
Pridemore, Fire and Recite;
Barletta Wrather, Fred Gillum,
County Extension Office;
Wayne Flora, Lennis Hale, K.
B. McCuiston, and Martin
Young, magistrates; Prentice
Lassiter and Haron West,
councilmen; Gaynelle Williams
and Verline Huie, Public
Welfare; Hal Houston, M.D.;
Robert Water, Sr., and Willard
Ails, Murray Calloway County
Hospital; Ralph McCuiston,
Roy Knight, Streets and Roads;
Sue Outland, Commodities:
Lowell Palmer, Agriculture
Services: Col. Palmer Peterson, Orrin Bickel, Fred Schultz,
and Willie Jackson, Shelters;
John Trotter, Water; Hoy
Higgins, Transportation; Ron
McClure, Gary Nance, Felix
Perrin, Paul Heise, Marshall
Jones, Carroll Guy, Exercise
Control; and Robert Waters, R.,
Scouts.
Message dispatchers were
Lawanda Harmon. Nicky
Winters, Kathy Sykes, Chris
Miller. and Ann Wilson. Switchboard operators were Helen
Spann and Patricia Miller.
State and Federal Civil
Defense representatives were
extremely complimentary of
the cooperation existing among
the agencies and of the manner
in which the exercise was held.
Of the 34 counties where
similar exercises have been
conducted,", the spokesman
said, we have not found a more
thorough and dedicated group
of civic minded citizens. While,
of course, we hope that you
never need a disaster plan we
do
commend yopr local
authoritieS for preparing for
one."

Regents ...

bbIefiel
Announces
Organization

le11161110kigar.ai. te 1)
lithdatIts and from $400 a
semester to $438 for nonresidents. Graduate fees will
be hiked to $193 a semester for
residents and to $450 for nonresidents. Another increase is
Representative Frank A.
scheduled at the beginning of Stubblefield, incumbent
the 1973-74 school year.
Congressman for the First
Dr--Tiximas B. Hogancamp, Congressional District
for ad- Kentucky, has announced the
vice president
ministrative affairs, noted in Murray organization for his reanalyzing the budget that the election campaign.
increase in the state apThe Democratic Primary is
propriation next year is little set for May 23, 1972.
more than the amount
Serving as chairman of the
necessary to cover increased Stubblefield committee is Ray
debt service.
B. Brownfield, vice-president of
Several projects under the Peoples Bank. James A.
construction 'and recently Garrison, president and general
completed on the campus- manager of the Ryan Milk
Regents Hall, a classroom Company is treasurer. Garrison
building; an addition to the is also a director of the Bank of
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center; a Murray.
general services building; a
Brownfield has long been
biological station on Kentucky associated with upgrading his
Lake; and an academic-athletic community through the civic
complex-account for increased interests of his area, Stubdebt service costs.
blefield said. He is presently
However, Hogancamp went serving as a member of the
on to point out that the $39 county, area and state
million of bonded indebtedness agricultural extension council
at Murray State is less than at and is also vice-president-elect
any other state college or of the Murray Rotary Club and
university in Kentucky except treasurer of the Calloway
Kentucky State.
County March of Dimes and
He described the entire Boy Scout campaigns.
budget as "primarily a holding
Garrison came to Ryan Milk
action" and said the university in 1956 and has seen "marvelous
"has-reduced staff to hold era expansion in the
Industrypenditures within the an- which is undergoing rapid
ticipated income."
technological improvements,"
It does provide for an overall Stubblefield said. About five
five per cent cost of living in- years ago, Ryan Milk entered
crease for university em- the
entirely new field of
ployees.
asceptic packaging and inThe board approved a plan for stalled the first equipment in
recognition that temporarily this country for processing and
eliminates the office of vice packaging
sterile
milk
president for student affairs products. Garrison is also past
when J. Matt Sparkman retires president of the West Kentucky
from that post June 30.
Dairy Council.
His duties will be assumed by
Speaking of Brownfield and
Norman 0. Lane as dean of Garrison, Stubblefield said,
students. Lane is now serving as "These gentlemen have proved
dean of men.
their dedication to improving
In other action, the board
their area and have witnessed
-Welcomed Davie Curtis of the substantial growth their
La Center, a sophomore pre-law committed service has lent
student, to membership as the itself to in advancing their
new student representative on community endeavors."
the board. Elected student
government president earlier
this month, he will become the
first student representative
with the privilege of a vote when
legislation enacted by the 1972
Kentucky General Assembly
becomes effective June 23.
The
Calloway
Counts
-Deferred action on a new Sheriff's Department --inconstitution proposed by the vestigated an accident on Highstudent government until a way 641 North Friday night at
later date. Action was delayed 7:45 p.m.
Cars involved were a 1963
on the document, which was
recommended favorably by a Pontiac driven by Polk Tyler,
board of regents committee and and a 1969 GTO driven by
a campos-subcorrirnittee,until it Shirley- Cook. 'can be typed in final form and
Sheriff reports said that the
mailed to board members for Cook car had started to pass the
study.
Tyler car on the four-lane
-Received a list of nine section of the Highway when it
-demands" from the Black struck a section of standing
Student Union on the campus. water on the road, causing Mrs.
Among items listed were Cook to lose control.
demands for $2,000 for the Black
The Cook car collided with the
Student Union's annual budget Tyler vehicle, causing both to
and for the BSU to have a voice leave the highway, the report
in all student affairs at Murray said. The Cook vehicle left the
State.
road on the left • side, and the
-Waivered
tuition for Tyler auto left the road on the
students 65 years of age or right side and turned over.
older.
Sheriff reports estimate the
Tyler vehicle to be a total loss.
Damage to the Cook car was to
the right side. No injuries were
reported in the accident.

Accident Occurs
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T. R. Edwards
Dies Sunday At Hospital

•

Gardner Thomas (T.R.)
Edwards of Hazel Route Two
died Sunday at 10:55 p.m. at the
•
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was av years of age
and his death folrowed an extended illness.
The Calloway County man
retired in 1954 due to ill health at
the Ford Motor Company,
Detroit, Mich., and had been
living here since that time. He
was a member of the New
Concord Church of Christ and a
veteran of World War II.
Mr. Edwards was born October 3, 1902, in Dixon, Tenn.,
VISITING THEOLOGIAN-Dr. Van Bogard Dunn (center), visiting Theologian at Murray State
and was the son of the late
University, talks with staff members of the United Campus Ministry about the week's events. Dr. Thomas Raymond Edwards
Dunn, a graduate of Murray State and a native of Sedalia, is on a campus this week as part of the
and Annie Williams Edwards.
UCM's program to bring theologians into contact with students. He is dean of the Methodist
Survirors are his wife, Mrs.
Theological School in Delaware, Ohio. With him are left to right, Arlene Meyerhofer, Fred Morton, Effie Malcolm Edwards of
Dr. Dunn, Bill Porter, and Steve Davenport.
Hazel Route Two; one son,
(Photo by Wilson Woolley) John Thomas Edwards of
California; one sister, Mrs.
Peter D. (Frances) Wetzler of
Toledo, Ohio.
The funeral has been
scheduled for Tuesday at two
p.m. at the chapel of the
Federal State Market News
Murray State University's -Stalatk-Coleman 'FuneralHome with Bro. Walter Pigg
Service April 24, 1972
Brass Ensemble and Brass
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Choir, both under the direction officiating.
Roy Foster, long time taxicab
Interment will be in the
driver for the local
m—trr Market Report Includes 9 of Dr. Wayne M. Sheley, will Murray
City Cemetery-Ingrate
present a concert on the campus
Murray succumbed this mor- Buying Stations
arrangements
Receipts:
by the BlalockAct,
2040
Tuesday,
April
Est.
25.
700
ning at 2:35 at Lourdes
Barrows and Gilts steady to 25
Scheduled at 8 p.m. in the Coleman Funeral Home where
Hospital, Paducah.
He was 85 years of age and his cents higher Sows steady to 25 Recital Hall of the Price Doyle friends may call.
Fine Arts Annex, the program
death followed an illness of cents lower.
several years. He was born in US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 23.25-23.75 will feature an arrangement of
Calloway County and was the US- 1-3 200-250 lbs., 22.75-23.25 "Jesus Christ, Super Star" by
son of the late Mr. and Mrs. US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 22.25-22.75 A.G. (Mack) McGrannahan of
Thomas Foster. No immediate US 3-4 260-280 lbs, 21.75-22.25 Lexington, a junior trombone
Sows
major.
survivors were listed.
Aonng other numbers on the
Graveside services will be US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 19.50-20.50
Mrs. Elizabeth Holcomb,
held Tuesday at eleven a.m. at US 1-3 300-500 lbs., 19.00-19.5Ir program will be selections by
the Murray City Cemetery with US 1-3 500-650 lbs., 19.50-20.00 Gabrieli, Nelhybel and Beach, widow of E.Z. Holcomb, died
Saturday at nine p.m. at the
-Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 18.00-19.00 according to Sheley.
Boars
Henry County General Hospital,
17.00-19.25
graduating
Three
seniors
will
officiating..
also conduct the two groups Paris, Tenn. She was 88.,
Blalock-Coleman
The
during the program. They are:
Funeral Home has charge of the Christian Social Concerns
Funeral services are being
Janice Haley of Owensbiar, a. lie1dtoday at two p.m: at the
•
arrangements arinFimay call there after six p.m. Committee Meets Tuesday horn major; Alan Baker of
McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris,
Cadiz, a trombone major; and Tenn. Burial will be in the
today ( Monday).
David
Sutherland
of Benton, a ,Murray City Cemetery here.
The Christian Social Concerns
committee will meet Tuesday, trumpet major.
FREE PETS
Survivors are two daughters,
The Brass Ensemble consists
Two young pups are offered April 25, at 7:30 p.m. at the
primarily of freshman and Mrs. Evelyn Veteto of Greenfree as pets. Both are female, Douglas Commupity Center.
sophomore students while the wood, Ind., and Mrs. Rebecca
affectionate and would make
Among the items of business
Brass Cnoir is made up of up- Stites of Falls Church, Va.;
wit • • co
perclanme117 isottrgroups
---Ell--1-ioironth-eff---•----gir-They may be seen at Lambda
articles of incorporation and
Hollow Rock, Ben Holcomb of
range
from 24 to 25 pieces.
Chi Fraternity house at 1505
election of officers.
The public is invited to attend Lexington, and Robert Holcomb
West Main or call 753-9226 after
All interested persons are
the concert at no charge for- of Paris, and one sister,
5:00 p.m.
attend.
invited to
Irene Holcomb of Lexington.
admission.

Roy Foster
Passes Away

Purchase Area MSU Ensemble And
Hag Market Choir To Perform

Death Claims
Mrs. Holcomb

thr.;
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Traffic Collision
Occurs On Friday

Two cars were involved in a
traffic collision at South 6th and
Poplar Streets on Friday at
11:10 a.m. No injuries were
listed on the report filed by the
officers of the Murray Police
Department.
Cars involved were a 1971
Dodge two door driven by Judy
Sue Barlow of 1504 Clayshire,
Murray, and a 1971 Imperial
two door driven by William
Jpmes Swann of 1309 Olive,
Murray.
Police said Swann, going
north on 6th, stopped at the stop
sign at Poplar, but failed to see
the Barlow car going west on
Poplar Street, and the cars
collided.
Damage to the Dodge was on
the left door and rear fender
and to the Imperial on the front
bumper and turn signal glass.

Dames Club Plans
Meeting Tuesday

The second meeting for this
month for the Murray State
University 1)arnes Club will be
held Tuesday, April 25, at seven
p.m. in the Student Union
Building.
Speeches will be given by all
the candidates for new offices.
The election of officers will be
TIRE TALK
The amount of polyester cord' held following the speeches.
This is a very important
in the production of aito tires in
'1972 would be enough to supply meeting and all members are
-"every male in-the nation-with a- urged to attend, a spokesman
new polyester-knit suit
said.

Leo Alexander's
Sister Expires
Mrs. Gladys Alexander
of Leo
Thomas, sister
Alexander of 1399 Johnson
Boulevard, Murray, died
suddenly from a heart attack on
Saturday morning at a hospital
in Harlingen, Texas.
The deceased was 54 years of
age and was born and reared in
the Cherry Corner community
of Calloway County. She was
the daughter of Willie
Alexander of Flint, Mich., and
Mrs. Bell Edmonds Alexander
who died in 1940.
Survivors are her husband,
Leland Thomas of Harlingen,
Texas; two sons, Tommy
Thomas of Austin, Texas, and
Mike Thomas of Waco, Texas;
four brothers, Leo Alexander of
Murray, I,andon, Jim, and
Lucian Alexander, all of Flint,
Mich.; uncles and aunts include
Buel Edmonds of 504 Elm
Street, Murray, and Mrs.
Myrtle Farless of Flint, Mich.
Funeral services\will be held
in Harlingen, Texas, \ in
Tuesday. Mr. and Mrs. ,e()
Alexander and their to
daughters,
Mrs.
Jackie
Burkeen ar
sIcl Mrs. Joan Beach
and children; Fonda and Jason,
left Sunday to attend the funeral
in Harlingen.
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Need a home loan?
We've got a better budget for it.
The FIraor4IiIualry Bank.

PEOPLES IBANK
clArmitow-

MURRAY

KY.

Member of F.D.I.C.
Three Convenient Locations .

Main Branch
500 Main

South Branch
12th & Story

•

North Branch
12th & Chestnut

ta:

hi

DR. HARRY SPARKS

Your Week

Congratulations During This,

dAV
Dr. Sparks and Secretary Patsy Dyer

THANK YOU...
Murray Secretaries

Campus
Casual

Phone 753-696i

wicwrinr
wt 00'
0
00 Secretaries

107 N. 4th Street

MERLE noRninn COSMETIC STUDIO

Where every woman can find her expression of beauty
Intriguing new make-up techniques and exciting color
variations... to make you as exciting as the new spring
fashions. Try the colorful new spring shades before you
buy. For a complimentary Spring Look Make-Up Lesson,
come in now. . or phone for your appointment.

407 Maple Street

Insurance & Real Estate

The
National
Secretaries
Associations
Purdom & Thurman

Your dedicated efforts are
to be highly commended
by successful businesses.

9

Faith
Our progress in any venture is
Measurrd by our faith, both in
our cause and in ourselves. If
we believe our purpose is
fundamentally sound, and know
that we have the -inherent
qualities to accomplish it,
Success is assured.

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SECRETARIES' WEEK—Holmes Ellis, Mayor of Murray,
officially proclaimed the week of April 23 through 29 as
taries Week with Wednesday, April 29, designated as
;tertiaries Day.
On hand for the proclamation signing in the Mayor's office
pert Mrs. Patsy Dyer, Chapter President, and Mrs. Mary
Al:betties, secretary, to Mayor Ellis, and a member of the
Murray Chapter Public Relations Committee.
`iiilthougii NSA officially sponsors Secretaries Week, obilervance "fla not limited to out members alone, but to all
secretaries everywhere who are an indispensable and integral
Dart of management's administrative team in business, industry, education, the professions, and government" Mrs.
Oyer said.

PAE TWELVE

National Secretaries Week

Senator Carroll Hubbard

—
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and

1,4Y0
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chapters in the Kentucky
Division, as it is now called,
with
approximately
$39
members. Chapters
Are
organized in Murray, Paducah,
Bowling Green, Hopkinsville,
Lexington, Louisville, Frankfort, Covington and Owensboro.
Kentucky has 54 CPS's
(Certified Professional
Secretary); Covinton was the
first Kentucky Chapter id have
a man
pass the (PS
examination.
There
are
7
Futtire
Secretaries AssociaTn.
Chapters in the Kentu ky
Division.

204 So. 4th Street
Phone 753-14 2
4111111W -411111111. -4111111110- ANEW

Friendly
Finance, Inc.

MURRAY

CHAPTER
The National
Secretaries
Association

to the

BEST WISHES V

CO

Kentucky has had an NSA
organization for twenty years.
After many meetings at every
level',"State Organization" as it
was called at first, was accepted in 1952 on a two-year
trial basis. It has been affiliated
with the National Association
since. Kentucky members held
a meeting at Covington in the
Spring of 1952, elected a
president and appointed a
committee to draft its first
Rules and By-laws. At that time
Kentucky had four chapters—
Covinton, Frankfort, Lexington
and Louisville.
There are at present nine

NSA In State Twenty Years

MONDAY APRIL 29, 142

Bel Air Shopping
Center

Murray
Insurance
Agency

MONDAY—APRiL 24, 1972

a

a

Officers Named National Organization Was

.•11111..

National Secretaries Association

This Is Your Week Secretaries

The emblem of NSA is
significirnt of its aims and
purposes. Emblazoned across,
the face of the emblem is the
classic lamp of learning, its
rays lighting the world; the
world signifying that the field is
unlimited for the professinn;
and stamped boldly on this
emblem are the letters B—L
which stand for Better Learning, Better Letters, Better
Living.

THE NSA EMBLEM

Holmes Ellis, Mayor
City of Mw-ray, Kentucky

THE LEDGER & TIMES
— MURRAY, KENTUC
KY

Tehatisr Carroll Hubbard. Jr., as legal officer, Selective
Kentucky State Senator from Service System.
District I, will be guest speaker
for the Executives Night
Active in politics for several
Banquet during National
years, Senator Hubbard has
Secretaries Week.
served as State College
A native of Murray, Senator
Chairman, Harry Lee WaterHubbard was born during the
field for Governor in the
period his father served as
Democratic primary in 1958,
pastor of Memorial Baptist and
was youth co-chairman
Church.
with Wendell Ford in general
Mrs. Hubbard, the former election
for Combs-Wyatt and
Joyce Lynn Hall, an elementary
Democratic ticket
school teacher, is a graduate of
Murray State University. She is
In 1960 he was alternate
also organist at First Baptist
Church. Mayfield.' They have delegate to the Democratic
National Convention at Los
one daughter, Kelly Lynn. age
Angeles; State Youth Co•).
Senator Hubbard attended chairman, Keen Johnson for U.
Ashland High School, and was S. Senator; State Youth coKennedy-Johnson
graduated from Louisville chairman,
campaign
in
Kentucky.
In 1963
-Eastern
High
School,
Georgetown College and he served on the Speakers
University of Louisville School Bureau, Breathitt-Waterfield
Law. He is an attorney, a general election campaign.
partner in the Mayfield law
firm of Hubbard. Weisenberger
At age 30, in 1967, he was
and Null. He is also a partner in
elected First District State
the .1. H. Churchill Funeral
Senator, defeating the inHome, Murray.
cumbent almost Ito 1. He also
Among the many honors
served on the Speakers Bureau
received by Senator Hubbard
for Ward-Ford campaign. In
are chosen as "one of the three
1968 he was a member of the
outstanding young men of
Judiciary and Elections, and
Kentucky" in 1968 by the
Constitutional Amendments
Kentucky Jaycees; chosen Committee in the Kentucky
among "Outstanding Young Senate, and as ,Vice Chairman
Men of America" in 1970; of the State Government
recipient of "Outstanding Committee. He was chairman
Service Award \ at 1971 of the Senate Judiciary ComSoutheastern Kentucky mittee and a member of Labor
Homecoming; President, . and Industry Committee and
Mayfield Rotary Club, 1966: State Government Committee.
chosen in 1966, 1967 and 1968 as
-Outstanding Young Man of
Mayfield-Graves County" by
In 1971 Senator Hubbard was
Mayfield Jaycees.
re-elected First District State
Senator by a very large
Senator Hubbard is a
majority in the primary
member
deacon
and campaign, and
had no opmoderator of First Baptist
position in the general election.
Church, Mayfield; former
Also in 1971, he served as State
member State Executive
Organization Chairman for
Board;: Kentucky Baptist
Combs-Carroll
in
the
Conventibt;•:trustee, Kentucky
Democratic primary; member,
Thnperance League.
Legillators for Ford-Carroll;
His military service consisted member, Democratic Victory
'of Kentucky Air National Squad, Ford-Carroll.
!Guard, and Kentucky Army
!National Guard, with active
This term, for the first time,
'duty in Lackland Air Force Senator
Hubbard
is
•
Force Base, representing the.
citizens of
and Calloway County in

PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS, in honor of the
Secretary, the week of April 23,
1972, has been designated as
Secretaries Week;• and
WHEREAS, in keeping with
the best tradition of their
profession, secretaries are
accepting vital responsibilities
and are, performing important
roles in corornerce, industry,
and government; and
WHEREAS, professional
development for secretaries
should be stressed to remind the
secretary of benefits from
continued education and to
remind the employer he will
gain a better qualified
secretary; and
WHEREAS, to honor the
secretaries now doing their jobs
.diligently. and to encourage
oyiers to enter this worthy
careers It is essential that
rightful recognition be given
them.
NOW, THEREFORE, I,
Holmes Ellis, Mayor of the City
of Murr*,Kentucky, do hereby
declare the week of April 23
Secretaries Week and ask that
all business and industry join in
giving due recognition to this
group, paying special attention
to Secretaries Day on April 26,
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
I have hereunto set my hand
and caused to be affixed the
Seal of the City of Murray, this
the 12th day of April, 1972.

THE !ADGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY ,

Senator Hubbard to Speak
At Banquet On Wednesday
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Professionalism—
education--certification—that's
what NSA is all about!

Since the time we ,were
founded in 1942, our sole purpose has been to elevate the
standards of the secretarial
profession and most of our
members have joined because
of their desire to become truly
professional. As members of
NSA, we believe we are
fulfilling our obligation to
improve our profession by
stressing the importance of
continuing education, and that
secretaries can't afford to take
a
vacation from obtaining
further knowledge.

Theodore Roosevelt said,
"Every man owes a part of his
lime and money to the business
or industry to which he is
engaged. No man has the moral
right to withhold his support
from an organization that is
striving to improve conditions
within his sphere".

411111,1r
I

MURRAY
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EOPLES BANK

'The business world depends
on efficient secretaries with
initiative, judgement and
loyalty"

National Secretaries
Association

iE
vrok

to the

Congratulations
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1304 Chestnut 8:30-6:00 Mon.-Sat.
'
• USE OUR LAY AWAY PLAN!!

Town &
i Country
Shop

"tiorking gals are
1tour
kind of people"

NationalI
i Secretaries
.11 Association

ter:
* Murray fChap
the

* We Salute The
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Interesting Programs Plarined
Elevation Of
, For The Club Year Just Past Standards Goal
Of Association

EDGER & TIMES—MURRAY

Want To Be A Member Of NSA?

THE

The Program Committee,
under the leadership Of Mrs.
CODE OF IETHICS
Faye Wells, has presented for
Recognizing the secretary's
the Chapter a most interesting position of trust, we resolve in
series of programs. The club all of our activities to be guided
year began with a luncheon at by the highest ideals for which
the Woman's Club House and a the
NATIONAL
program on' "Learning About SECRETARIES ASSOCIATION
The Division Chapters."
stands, to establish, practice,
The theme "Telling It Like It and promote professional
Is" was the basis for the July standards; and tube ethical and
meeting. Using the title "You understanding in all of out
Asked
For
It,"
office business association.
procedures and problems were
We resolve to promote the
discussed and various solutions interest of the business in which
were offered.
we are employed; to exemplify
Enix Interiors was the loyalty and conscientiousness at
meeting place for the August all times; andl to maintain
meeting. Mr. Bailey\ Hendricks, dignity and poise under all
interior decorator, conducted a circumstances. :
tour of Enix and lectured on
We further renolve, to share
design and color. This program knowledge; td encourage
was "Doing Her Thing."
ambition and insjpire hope; and
Plans for the arthritis drive to sustain faith, knowing that
were discussed in September. the eternal laws.of God are the
Miss Linda Farley, arthritis ultimate laws under which we
drive chairman, was in charge may truly succeed.
of. the program.
"Seeking The Source" with a
Patsi R. Dyer receives the Chapter's charter and gavel from
This spring teen-age gir
Mrs. Virginia Jarvis, president of the sponsoring club, the tow- of the Murray-Calloway may be getting out diet
County Library, conducted by mother's high school yea*
Paducah-Kentucky Lake Chapter, Mrs. Hazel Finley, Vice
President and New Chapter Procurement Chairman, looks on. Mrs. Margaret 'Crevathan, books to get ideas aboult
Librarian, was the very in- current fashions. Part of the
look for 1972 comes from the
teresting October program.
In November, "Seeking pages of the '30s and '40s.
Knowledge" was the theme
used. Mrs. Laverne Ryan, with
Interested seCretaries are fered to teachers with a the Business Department of
welcome at Murray Chapter minimum of a burcalaureate Murray State, spoke to the
Secretarial
on
meetings the third Monday of degree who art actively Chapter
each month.
engaged in ,teachirig business Etiquette, and a tour of tlie new
Business Education building
requirements education,
Mginkiership
was offered.
are: tidquestionable character
A Christmas party at the
and integrity, who have hod
Is Executive
Holiday Inn, with husbands and
secretarial training and at least
A secretary shall be defined
two yeiars of secretaries ex- as an executive a$Sistant who guests invited, was held in
December. A program of music
perience, and who are actively possesses a mastery of
office
engaged as fulltime secretaries, skills, who demonstrates the was presented by Mrs. Vernon
or part-time secretaries not ability to assume responsibility Shown and Dr. James Frank.
Reports on the District Board
engaged in any other gainful without direct supervision, who
Meeting were given by Patsy
employment.
exercises
initiative
and
Provisional membership is judgment, and who makes Dyer and Faye Wells in
available to secretaries with decisions within the scope of January. "Learning About The
Division" was the program
less than two years' experience. assigned authoritys
theme.
Associate membership is of• —N.S.A.
February was the Program
Of The Year, with the national
theme of "The Romance Of
Transportation." Miss Lillian
Tate,showed slides and made a
very humorous talk on her trip
cr
to European capitals.
Initiation of new members
was held at the Bank of Murray
* in March, with a dessert-coffee.
* The program title was "What's
* Under Your Hat?"
* Election of new officers was
t
i held in April, with recognition
W and appreciation to outgoing
officers. Also in April, a dinner
honoring the bosses will be held
during National Secretaries
Week. The Secretary Of The
* Year and the Boss Of The Year
* will be announced.
* The last meeting of the club
* year will be "Changing The
* Scene" and will be the int stallation of new officers.
11'
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'of Kentucky Air National
and Kentucky Army
fl•iational Guard, with active
(duty in Lackland Air Force
- Air Force Base,

In punk. purple and white. this

s an example of the young shape
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peaked hat
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National
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Secretaries
Association 4.
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/
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Of
Our i4
Secretaries

in the Maridaspring hat styles displayed in London
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Are executives fully utilizing
the capabilities of a secretary?
Do they demand that the work
be done right the first time?
Does the secretary know the
goals of the executive so they
can work together as a team to
achieve results?
Do executives convey the
reasons behind their thinking so
the secretary is aware of
priorities?
Do executives allow the
secretary to use her initiative'in
doing preliminary research or
analyzing of reports?
Do executives ask the
secretary to compose letters or
are they writing one-line letters
out in longhand or dictating
them? It now costs $3.19 for a
business letter.
Do your secretaries annotate
the volumes of paper work
crossing the employer's desk?
These are just a few of the
ways a secretary could be of
more help to you.
If you want your secretary to
become a better Secretary,
encourage
her to join our
Association.

- Mrs. Patsy 'Dyer was reelected president of the Murray
Chapter, National Secretaries
Association, at their noon
meeting, April 17, at the
Southside Restaurant.
Other officers elected were:
President-elect, Mrs. Anna
Ruth Harris; Vice President,
Mrs. Annie Nance; recording
secretary, Mrs. Mary Alice
Trotter; corresponding
secretary, Mrs. Ann Thompson;
treasurer, Mrs. Wanda Hendon.
An invitation has been extended by the Hopkinsville
Chapter to attend tlp installation of a new Chapter in
Madisonville April 23.
On April 29, there will be a
Parliamentary
Procedure
Institute to be held in Louisville.
The speaker will be Mrs. Walter
H. Vinzant, nationally known
registered professional
parliamentarian. The theme of
the Institute will be "What's
Wrong With Doing It Right.'
Topics to be discussed are
parliamentary terms, motions,
how to conduct a meeting,
duties of officers, and committee reports. All members
are invited to attend.
Plans are complete for the
Executive Night Banquet, April
26, at the Holiday Inn. At this
time the Boss Of The Year and
Secretary Of The Year will be
announced. Featured speaker
will be Senator Carroll Hubbard, Mayfield. Reservations
must be in by April 21.
The next r gular meeting will
be a dessert-coffee on May 15 at
the Holiday Inn, 7:00 p.m. The
new officers will be installed at
this meeting. Each member is
asked to invite a prospective
member to the May meeting.
Mrs. Patsy Dyer, president of
the Murray Chapter, presided
at the business session.
Some fashion aut rities sa
that wearing somet ing daring
— at least, every
often —
helps one get rid 1 pent-up
feelings. Others say such
clothes are design for playacting. Either
a). v‘hat
happens sounds enefi( ial,
doesn't it?

The installation Meeting of
the Murray Chapter of The
National
Secretaries
Association International) was
held May 2, 1971, at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
The 35 charter mernbers were
welcomed into NSA by Mrs.
Virginia Jarvis and Mrs. Hazel
Finley, president and vice
president of the PaducahKentucky Lake
sponsors of thel Murray
Chapter. Also on the installation
program were Hon. Holmes
Ellis, Mayor of
City of
Murray, Mrs. N a Davis,
President of the Kentucky
Division, and Mrs. o Stratton,
Vice President of
Kentucky
Division.
Following the 0 emony, a
reception for the de' members
and their guests wa hosted by
the Paducah-Kent cky Lake
Chapter of NSA.

Local Chapter
Was Installed
Spring 1971

members so as to acivance and
strenttherr its influence,
prestige, and power as a
professional organilation.
• 8. To encourage annbition for
self-advancem nt and
aspiration, for selfl ssness and
service to the camrninity, state
and nation; to rede4icate faith
in God, loyalty tb NSA,'and
mutual friendliness, and helpfulness for one another.

South Side Shopping Center

FINANCIAL
SERVICES

Founded in 1942, the National
Secretaries Association ( International) is a nonprofit,
nonpartisan and nonsectarian
organization. The Association is
the world's largest Association
of persons engaged in the same
profession. It is an Association
of members dedicated
to
establishing and improving
secretarial standards through
pursuing a continuing program
of educational and professional
developments.
Its aims and purposes are:
1. To unify, under the standard and leadership of this
International organization,
responsible and serious-minded
people belonging to the
-profession whose voices as
individuals in world affairs and
whose cooperation within the
organization as members will
promote and strengthen the
general aims and purposes of
NSA.
2. To elevate the standards of
the secretarial profession by
encouraging all secretaties to
continue their educational
endeavors.
3. To advance the interests
and welfare of its members:
4. To establish and'maintain a
dignified and harmonious
relationship with management,
intra-office and all business
associates.
5. To
enact policies and
principles in keeping with
progress and proficiency, and to
create projects helpful to its
members.
6. To give recognition, by
unbiased and nonpartisan
election or appointment, to such
of its members of proven ability
as would promote or advance
the leadership and potential of
NSA.
7. To create and establish
wherever
and
Chapters
whenever possible, with the
help and assistance of its
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This term, for the first time,
Senator
Hubbard
is
representing the. citizens of
nil Calloway County in

Mrs. Helen C.Spann, Recording Secretary for Murray Chapter,
NSA, has served for seven years as secretary to County Judge
Robert 0. Miller. She was previously employed by Southern Bell.
She and her husband Sgt. Det. Dale D. Spann, and their son
Rickle Dale, attend Locust Grove Baptist Church.
Mrs. Spam, a charter member of the Murray club, is also a
member of Tau Phi Lambda Sorority and Quota Club, In-

'Guard,
1304 Chestnut 8:30-6:00 Mon.-Sat.

help, she was confined to a
wheelchair and her depression
grew.
"I tried everything," said
Herman Litwack, a social
worker who worked with her at
Jewish Hospital
"She just kept getting lower
and lower,—Litwack said. "Finally, I remembered she had
mentioned something once
about a painting hobby she had
as a little girl."
Litwack gave her a billfold
picture of his daughter, bought
her paper add pastels and put
her to work. .
It took twd years to finish a'.
charcoal skelteh .and a pastel
portrait of the child, but she
says it has gli/en her something
to live for
Now she. paints as often as
she can, with piaster braces
strapped to her forearms and
an easel arrangement that
leaves room for her wheelchair
underneath.
Her paintings with oil, water
colors, charcoal and pastels are
strictly for her own enjoyment.
She gives some of her work to
friends, but, no longer sells
paintings as she did some years

"MY PAINTING MAKES ME HAPPY," says Hie Schaeider
who is so crippled by arthritis she can of4y spend 15 to 20
minutes at a time out of bed. Nevertheless, Oie paints as often
as she can,andlla4114014soa,w0kass# her
vfackae 'A• '.%

ti

i

. ST, LOUIS (AP) —
To some people, painting
iS just a hobby, something
tili' -fill idle hours. To others, it is
a livelihood_
1 But to Ilse Schneider, painting is a reason to live.
, Miss Schneider is severely
crippled by arthritis, a lifelong
hiandicap, and is able to spend
• ly 15 to 20 minutes at a time
t of bed before the pain bemes too intense.
"It's for myself, because I'm
very much handicapped,". she
says of her painting. "I feel
vlery proud when I can paint. .
"This may help a lot of other
s ck people." she adds. "They
Might get inspired Everyone
s another quality. They
should see what can be done,
even if they are handicapped
id old. I still have a reason to
live_ So many just want to die
Miss Schneider, 64. tame to
the United States in 1949 from
Munich, in her native Germany,
hoping that American doctors
qould help her. She was able to
Work for about 16 years, until
er arthritis became worse.
. She was hospitalized, but
emergency surgery failed to

Mrs. Anita Thomas is Administrative Secretary for Dr. Thomas
B. Hogancamp, Vice President for Administrative Affairs,
Murray State University.
A charter member of the Murray Chapter, N.S.A., Mrs. Thomas
is serving as Vice President of the club. She is an active member
of Seventh and PoplarThurch of Christ, and Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi social sorority.
Her husband, Edward A. Thomas, is Program Supervisor for
the Computer Center, Murray State.
She and her husband have one son, Eric Anthony Thomas.

is not getting a raise on Fire
Insurance, so for cheaper
insurance contact
Clyde Roberts.

Clyde Roberts

The National Secretaries
Association

She fought against moving
out of her home for several
years, preferring the freedom
and privacy, but decided to
move because the neighborhood
around her house has deteriorated in the 20 years she has
lived there.

ago.
Miss Schneider lives alone in
her small home here, cooking
her own meals and dressing
herself — a process which
takes several hours.— but plans
to move soon into an apartment
complex for the elderly.

WASHINGTON 1UPI I —
Women earn on the average
only $3 for every $5 earned by
men.

CAST FOR HEALTH— Worker views aluminum castings at Cleveland, Ohio, plant.
They are mounts for collimators and controls needed to operate cobalt radiation therapy units.
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hnd Pension Fund, is a member
of the Ironworkers' Joint Apprenticeship Training Committee, a trustee. for the Apprentice Trust Fund and is
chairman of the National Ironworkers and Employers 'training Program for Dallas-Fort
Worth. She is also on the executive committees of half a dozen
industry associations.
Since she started in business
in 1957 at the suggestion of two
contractors and a banker, Norma — as her employes call her
— topped out an amazingly successful work record.
She has 40 subcontracts under way, including such
projects as the 37-story Fort
Worth National Bank Tower in
Fort Worth. the University of
Texas Southwestern Medical
School in Dallas and three
projects at the Dallas-Fort
Worth Airport.
"This is a fascinating business," Mrs. Mann said, -although I sometimes wonder
what I'm doing here. It's like
playing a fast game of basketball compared to a casual game
of golf."
When she finds time to catch
her breath, she and her husband
Martin (he's in another business( go fishing.
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looking glow of your com
plexion, you'll want to fo
the habit of using it regular)
before make-up. Also use
rich oil for the eye area
nightly.
Night cream can be a
whenever
sometime-thing
conditions change and your
skin seems to 'need extra hibrication.
The care you give your ak
should be just as reguli
just as painstaking as the
care your oily- and drfskinned sisters must gi e
theirs.

by barbara weber
fashion and beauty director..
holiday magic, inc.
What a blessing, the beautifully textured, rarely -a.
problem skin we call normal!
You who've been blessed
with it rarely have a breakout, almost never have too
much or too little oil, and
hardly ever suffer from a dry,
taut feeling. Your skin behaves itself with just a little I
regular care from you!
You've got a wide range of
skin care preparations to
choose from. You can use
cream, washing cream or liquid cleansers—even soap if
it works for
you. You can
use a facial
scrub or mask
every week or
so — that's
your ounce of
prevention, rememI.
ber? Since
your skin reproduces itself about once a month4these
sloughers and tightene hel.
it along.
And for crearns—moisturei
cream should be a dal
thing. Since it doesn't des!
with thth
inoist
yourysou
ul
eeoilsm
kint,hfbu

thckcitly
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NSA
National
Secretaries
Week

NSA is 'the world's leading
secretarial association and our
aim is to elevate the standards
of secretarial performance by
encouraging all secretaries to
continue their educational,
professional, and personality
development.

Christopher, Attorney-at-Law;
Mrs. Carol J. Sims, Bank of
Murray, Mr. A.R. Hatcher;
Mrs. Helen Spann, Hon.
Robert O. Miller, Calloway
County Judge;
Mrs, Anita Thomas, Murray
State University, Dr. Thomas
Hogancamp;
Mrs. Ann Thompson, Murray
Insurance Agency, Mr. Guy
Billington;
Mrs. Delma Trotter, Hughes
&Gregory law Offices, Mr. Nat
Ryan Hughes;
Mrs. Marye A. Trotter,
Calloway County
Health
Department, Mr. R.L. Cooper;
Mrs. Edna Vaughn, Murray
State University, Mr. Phillip
Tibbs;
Miss Annell Weatherford,
Peoples Bank of Murray, Mr.
Glenn Doran;
Mrs. Faye Wells, Murray
State University, Dr. Harry
Sparks;
Mrs. Nancy L. Willis, Murray
State University, Mr. Phillip
Tibbs;
Mrs. Beth Wilson, Mr. Bethel
Richardson, & Mr. Joe Pat
Trevathan, Accountants.
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Valentine Printing

Janette Burkeen
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DALLAS 1AP) — Almost
each day. Norma Mann
places a hard hat atop her
locks and climbs up and down
construction jobs like a cat She
makes her living that way and
she loves it..
The president of Mann Steel
CO. is bettered to be one of only
two women in the United States
who own and operate their own
steel companies.
It is a fast-paced job. She
says it *like playing basketball
as compared to golf.
Early in the mornings, when
other women are worrying with
their dishes. Mrs Mann drives
her pickup to her office, brews
a cup of coffee and gets down to
business'.
There's plenty for her to do_
Steel. sized, to fit every construction need, has to be ordered and delivered, blueprints
have to be gone over, more than
a hundred husky ironworkers
have to be put into motion and a
huge weekly payroll must be
met
Yet Mrs. Mann finds enough
time tagite the industry a helping hand with its people problems,
She serves as a trustee for
the Texas Ironworkers' Health

Steel Company President Says
Her Business Is Fascinating

Members of the Murray
Chapter, National Secretaries
Association, and their employers are:
Miss Sandra K. Adams,
Hughes & Gregory Law Offices,
Mr. Nat Ryan Hughes;
Mrs. Neva G. Allbritten, Bank
of Murray, Mr. Joe Dick;
Mary W. Allbritten,
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Company, and Hon. Holmes
Ellis, Mayor;
Mrs, Martha F. Andrus,
Murray State University, Dr.
John Watson;
Miss Essie Bailey, Hughes &
Gregory Law Offices, Mr. Nat
Ryan Hughes;
Mrs. Betty Baker, Murray
State University, Mr. James
Biggs;
Mrs. Barbara Barnett, C.I.T.
Finance Company, Mr. C.P.
Williams;
Mrs. Faye Billlington, The
Tappan Company, Mr. John R.
Farrell;
Mr's. Joyce Bowden, I.G.A.
Foodlinet, Mr. Jerry Be:Wen;
Mrs. LaJeanna Chapman,
Murray State University, Dr.
Harry Sparks;
Mrs. Patricia Dalton, Bank of
Murray, Mr. Max,Beale; ,
Mrs. Patsy R. Dyer, Murray
State University, Dr. Harry
Sparks;
Miss Linda Farley, Murray
State University Foundation,
Mr. Billy J. Puckett;
Mrs. Fay Nell Flora, Murray
State University, Mr. Wilson
Gantt;
Mrs. Treys Grogan, HoustonMcDevitt Clinic, Mr. George
Waldrop.;
Mrs. Anna Ruth Harris,
Murray Insurance Agency, Mr.
Owen BIllington;
Mr& Brenda Bart, Murray
State University, Dr. John W.
Devine;
Mrs. Cynthia Hart, HoustonMcDevitt Clinic, Mr. George
Waldrop;
MI. Melva Hatcher, Murray
Insurance Agency, Mr. Robert
Billington;
Mrs. Wanda L. Hendon, Bank
of Murray, Mr. A.R. Hatcher;
Mrs. Betty Meadows, Murray
Natural Gas, Mr. C. Wayne
Doran;
Mrs. Annie J. Nance, Peoples
Rank of Murray, Mr. Glenn
Doran;
Mimi Linda Roach, Chamber
of Commerce, Mr. James L.
Johnson;
Miss Doris Rowland, Western
Kentucky Stages, Inc., Mr. Pat
Rowland;
Miss Shirley Scarbrough,
Richardson & Trevathan,
Accountants;
Mrs. Frances W. Shea, Mr.
Harold Hurt & Mr. Ronald

Here Are Members Of Murray
Chapter and Their Employers

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCEY

Mrs. Alum Ruth Harris,Corresponding Secretary of the Murray
Chapter, N.S.A., is pictured with her hoes Mr. Owen Billington,
Murray Insurance Agency..
Mrs. Harris is a member of the Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club and First Baptist Church. She and her
husband, Virgil, and two children, Cathy and Steve, are members
of the Murray-Calloway County Country Club.
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All Secretaries In Our City

to

Legal Secretaries of Murray

Secretary-Treasurer

Sid Easley,

Vice Presideht

Wells Overbey,

Wm. Donald Overbey,
President

OFFICkS:*

f

Donald A. Jones

John A. Gregory, Jr.

Harold T. Hurt

Nat Ryan Hughes

M. Ronald Christopher

MEMBERS:

George E. Netey, Sr.

Gem Edward °vain Jr.

Judge 4ames M. Lassiter

Judge Robert 0. Miller

James 0. Overby
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...the maintenance of high
standards is essential to the
continuing advancement of the
secretarial profession;

...a se rear strives for selfimprovements through
a
program
of
continuing
education;

...secretarial
excellence
requires
comprehensive
educational preparations;

The Year and the Boss Of The SO
BELIEVING....1
Year will be announced. THEREFORE dedicate myself
Chapter members submitted _ to preserve and to practice
candidates for each of these ' these principles and to uphold
awards. Final judging will be them at all times with dignity
made by an outside panel of and honor.
judges.
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A thank you to Miss Doris Rowland for her
cooperation in compiling information for this section.
Miss Rowland wrote most of the stories and furnished
the photographs. Her assistance with this section and
her spirit of cooperation has been extremely helpful.
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National Secretaries Week

Best Wishes To Them During

and

Murray State University

SECRETARIES SERVING

To All The

ItS

Department of Business Education and Administrative Management
DR. JOHN W. DEVINE - Chairman

Murray State University

An efficient, dedicated secretary is vital
to every business, organization, institution, agency or association.

We take great pride in the hundreds of efficient secretaries who have ben
trained in our department of Business Education and Administrative
Management.

lB ZAS
lag

IN APPRECIATION
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April 26 has been designated
as "Executive Night" by the
Murray Chapter of NSA. An
Executive Night banquet will be
held at the Holiday Inn honoring
the bosses.
Ataihis time the Secretary Of

Executive Night Set Wednesday

ore

...a secretary occupies a
position of confidence, trust,
and responsibility and accepts
this position as a privilege to
guard carefully;

...the principal obligation of a
ecretary is to function as a
support to management and to
Increase the effectiveness of
the executive;

I BELIEVE THAT....the
philosophy of the secretarial
profession embodies a foundation of logic and learning,
ethics and integrity, courtesy
and understanding,and a desire
to be of benefit to others;

Secretary's Credo

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

t 306 No. 4th Stfeet

Ezell Beau

Mrs. Neva G. Allbritten has been employed by the Bank of
Murray for the past 26 years. She is Assistant Vice President, and
Secretary to the bank's president, Joe Dick.
...the qualifications of a
She is treasurer of the Murray Chapter, NSA, and is active in secretary are enhanced by a
the Music and Zeta Departments of the Murray Woman's Club. business-like demeanor and by
She is a leader in the First Christian Church.
friendliness, cooperation, good
She aid her husband, James Rudy. have one daughter, Lynda humor, and
enthusiasm;
Houck, and one grandchild.
...a secretary should assume
res,ponsibility for guiding
'qualgied young people toward
secretarial careers;

1 '1
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Emphasis s on judgment,
under
g, and those admigistrativ abilities gained
through assQciated experiences
in human elations and job
knowledge. The , examination
includes a plictition of the
skills, tech4iqueS and related
secretarial functions in six
areas
4f
secretarial
proficienc ; environmental
relationshi s in business;
business
ppblic policy;
economics of ,anagement;
financial naly is and the
mathernat s
business;
communi
and decision
making; ofce
urea.

Bank.. of Murray

Better Business"

"Better Secretaries Means

National
Secretaries
Association

of the

Murray Chapter

a

The Certified Professional
Secretary is that individual who
has successfully completed the
six parts of the twelve-tiour,,
tWo-day examination ad-,
ministered by the Institute for
Certifying Secretaries.
The. Certified Professional,
Secretary Examination has
ben
f administered annually
s ce 1951, and 13,547 canndates have sat for the
ekamination. Including the 1971
ekaminations, 5,659 have been
s
certified.
b .
The CPS examination,offered
the Institute for Certifying
etaries, is based upon an
ahalysis
secretarial work.

Requisites For CPS Difficult

Since 1852, the last full week
in April has been othervecl as
National Secretaries Week.
Wednesday of this week is
highlighted as §ecretaries Day.
The purpose of this observance is the
acknowledgment of the contributions of all Secretaries to
the vital roles of business, industry, education, government,
and the professions.
The National Secretaries
Association (International) cooperating with the U. S.
Department of Commerce,
originated Sedretaries Week.
The involvement of all
Secretaries for the observance
re-emphasized the importance
of continued loyalty of
Secretaries to their employers
and their responsibiBty to their
profession.
In
keeping
With the
professional objectitres of the
Association, chapters of NSA
sponsor special educational
activities such as Seminars,
Workshops, Educational
Forums, available to all
secretaries.
Additional recognition is
gained for .the i.ecretarial
profession during , this Week
througil public appearances of
NSA members at Meetings of
civic,
educational
and
professional groups.
The theme 'Better
Secretaries Meah Better
Business" is stressed to
promote the , signrcance
teamwork Urdu bout the
business world.

Secretary Week
Is Meant For
All Secretaries

• 6.-11•.-60,

04'

101 So 13th Street

*'444-4441,1•Alirt

Phone 753-7337

National Secretaries
Association
The Shoe Mart

of the

The Murray Chapter

WE PROUDLY SALUTE

.91;

MONDAY—APRIL 24. 1972

—'Lynne Maine' uses her
copyrighted method' to teach Karl Emmanuel, one, of her
male itudeats. the ak of needlepo,nt at Birminghaih, 4,01

,
B Y THE NU 'SER

HE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

hIrs. Patsy R.Der,President of the Murray Chapter, NSA,is
pirtured here with her boss, Dr. Harry M.Sparks. Mrs. Dyer has
sdrved as Executive Secretary to the Preside* of murray State
University and the Board of Regents for the past 14 years. She
previously taught school in Madison Heights, Wile an.
Her husband, Joe,is a member of the Murray.State staff. They,
Bad their son, Kip,attend Sugar Creek Baptist Church:
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Mayfield, Kentucky

ASSOCIATION

WE CONGRATULATE
OUR SECRETARIES
as well as
ALL SECRETARIES
and Members of
the Local Chapter
of the
NATIONAL
SECRETARIES

busiNESS

TilE NATiONAt SECRETARIES ASSOCiATiON(iNTERNATIONAI)

sponsoRed by

ApRil 23-29

SECRETARiE5
WEEk

21 ST ANNUAL

bETTER

MEAN

bETTER SECRETARIES

We depend on our efficient
secretaries to do this.

We, here at West Kentucky Rural Electric,
handle many accounts and it is imperative
that YOUR account is kept in good order.

ur Secretaries
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West Kentucky Rural Ele4:tric Cooperative Corp.

General Manager of the West Kentucky REA is in the center.

Mrs. Harry Lee "Marion" Potts is at the right and Mrs. Lyman "Betty" Dixon is at the left John Edd
Wal et,
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